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WHAT A JOY it was to be back out and 

about seeing people at the Game Fair after 

such a long spell without any proper 

fieldsports gatherings. The shooting 

community was obviously eager to catch up 

again, as organisers reported record numbers 

attending the event at Ragley Hall.

I had a great couple of days there, and really 

enjoyed meeting readers on the Airgun Shooter 

stand. Even in these days of being able to keep

in touch via social media, nothing beats getting 

out there and catching up with people 

face-to-face.

As far as I could tell, this year’s show 

attracted more airgun shooters than ever. Although there was a lot for them to 

see and do, many felt that the major airgun brands had let them down by failing 

to attend, and I have to say that I’m inclined to agree with them. With so many 

potential customers perusing stands, the big names were missing a trick by 

staying away.

One event that received a raft of positive comments from its many visitors 

was the recent Wold Farm Fisheries open weekend. This Northampton venue 

has established itself as an angling Mecca over recent years, and owner Dax 

Miller now wants to put it firmly on the airgunning map.

The open weekend gave people a chance to sample all sorts of different airgun 

disciplines and visitors were also able to try their hand at clay shooting and 

fishing. The event was attended by Air Arms and Hawke Optics, and Dax said he 

wants to make it even bigger and better next year.

“It was better than I could ever have expected. We had so many families and

children here, and there were smiling faces everywhere. It was an absolute 

delight and I am chuffed to bits,” said Dax.

If you want to see what you missed and what this remarkable venue has on 

offer for airgun shooters of all ages and abilities, have a look at the Wold Farm 

Fisheries website and their Facebook page. Not only is it a very beautiful place, it 

also has some remarkable facilities and a huge range of innovative and 

entertaining airgun targets to test your skills to the limit.

Wold Farm is hosting the BFTA European Field Target Championship on the 

weekend of 18/19 September. It is great to see such enthusiasm and 

commitment to creating a major new venue to showcase airgun shooting, and I 

wish Dax and his team the very best of luck.

Enjoy your shooting and stay safe,

GREAT GATHERINGS 
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M
TC’s 4-16x50 F2 is the 

first in a series of new 

King Cobra telescopic 

sights that is being 

launched this year, and 

while it’s chock-full of 

features, the first things you’ll notice 

about this 30mm-bodied optic are its 

copper-coloured accents, including a 

front band, side plates and MTC logo.

Having ticked the aesthetic box, let’s get 

acquainted with the features. As the name 

implies, the King Cobra 4-16x50 F2 is a 

second focal plane scope, and features the 

SCB2 (small calibre ballistic) multi-aimpoint 

reticle. The reticle offers six levels of 

illumination in red, with the IR control 

located on the left-hand side of the saddle,

outboard of the parallax control.

It offers click-stop adjustments in 

milliradians, with one click moving your 

pellet or slug’s point of impact by 1cm at 

100 metres, which equates to 5mm at 50 

metres and a precise 2.5mm at 25 metres. 

Both windage and elevation turrets are 

lockable and finger-adjustable, and with the 

use of a coin they can be removed and then 

set back at “0” once you’ve zeroed your 

rifle at your chosen distance.

While this scope could find its way onto a 

rimfire or centrefire rifle, it’s well suited for 

airgun use as it can parallax down to 10 

metres via the side parallax control. As with 

other scopes from MTC Optics, the King 

Cobra 4-16x50 F2 is supplied with a set of 

magnetic flip-up covers, the rear of which 

contains a 2x magnifier to help shooters 

read the parallax and turret verniers.

This optic is waterproof 

and shock-proof, and has 

been nitrogen-purged to get 

rid of any moisture and 

prevent it from fogging up. 

Optional extras include a 

sunshade that can be fitted to the objective 

bell and a large parallax sidewheel. The new 

4-16x50 F2 has a suggested retail price of 

£330. We’ll be bringing you our full review 

in a forthcoming issue of Airgun Shooter, 

but in the meantime you can visit 

mtcoptics.com to find out more. 

THIS OPTIC IS WATERPROOF 
AND SHOCK-PROOF, AND HAS 
BEEN NITROGEN-PURGED

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

The scope includes 
a set of magnetic 
flip covers, the  
rear one of which 
contains a 2x 
magnifier to  
help shooters read 
the parallax and 
turret verniers

MTC is expanding its range of King Cobra 
scopes, and Mike Morton takes a look at 
the first in the new line-up, the 4-16x50 F2

The King Cobra 4-16x50 F2 
features MTC’s SCB2 multi-
aimpoint reticle that’s set in 
the second focal plane and 
offers plenty of aim points
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The King Cobra F2 offers side parallax adjustment and will  
focus down to 10m, making it suitable for airgun use and 
close-range shooting

The elevation and windage turrets offer a full 10 mils of 
adjustment, with each click shifting point of impact by 2.5mm 
at 25 metres

The 4-16x50 F2 is the first of a new line of King Cobra scopes 
that’s being launched by MTC this year, with a 6-24x50 to follow

MANUFACTURER:MTC 
(mtcoptics.com)

MODEL:King Cobra 
4-16x50 F2

MAGNIFICATION: 4-16x

OBJECTIVE LENS:50mm

FOV @ 100M: 8.2m to 2m

EYE RELIEF:105mm to 
100mm

PARALLAX SETTING: 10m 
to infinity

CLICK VALUE:1cm @100m

WINDAGEADJUSTMENT: 
10 mils

ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT: 
10 mils

CLICKS PER TURRET

REVOLUTION:60

MILS PER TURRET 

REVOLUTION:6

TUBE DIAMETER: 30mm

RETICLE:SCB2 (Small 
Calibre Ballistic)

ILLUMINATED RETICLE: 
Yes, with separate on/off 
and brightnesscontrol

LENGTH:360mm

WEIGHT:750g

SRP:£330

KEY SPECS

The new scope features 
click-stop adjustments in mils 
which are actuated via 
lockable, finger-adjustable 
elevation and windage turrets

The centre of the reticle can 
be illuminated in red to one 
of six different levels of 
brightness to suit your 
required lighting scenario



NEWS
IN BRIEF
QUICK SHOTS...

MAGNETIC ATTRACTION

thletes using pellets made by 

Qiang Yuan Sports Goods have 

taken a haul of medals at the 

Summer Olympics, and non-Olympians 

can get a slice of the action too with a

heavier version of QYS’s Domed pellet.

Domed “Heavies” weigh 9.56 grains  

and, along with other models in the range, 

are available in two head sizes, 4.49mm  

and 4.50mm. They come in distinctive  

gold tins with screw-on lids, each containing 

500 pellets.

The Chinese manufacturer has seen 

success in every Olympic Games since 

Sydney 2000, and Tokyo was no different, 

with QYS pellets being used to win eight 

medals, including Gold in Men’s, Women’s 

and Mixed 10m Air Rifle, and  Mixed 10m  

Air Pistol.

Due to the company’s original focus on 

competition ammunition, the QYS range has 

been exclusively made up of .177 calibre

QYS wins big at Tokyo, and airgun shooters could also be onto 

a winner with the release of the company’s newest .177 pellet

If you do a lot of shooting or glassing off sticks, then take a 

closer look at the Davros Pro Head magnetic attachment system

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

A
offerings, but that all looks set to change at 

the end of the year when the firm plans to 

release a range of .22 pellets.

QYS Domed “Heavies” have a suggested 

retail price of £15. Visit shootingparty.uk or 

call 01543 480361 to find out more.

We liked the stability and ease of use of the original Davros 
Head, and the additional features of the Pro take it to the 
next level

he most accurate shot will always

be made from the most stable 

shooting position available, and in 

the field that often means shooting off a 

set of sticks. But instead of merely 

resting the forend in the yoke of the 

sticks, Spartan Precision Equipment lets 

you go one better by magnetically 

clicking your rifle in place with the Davros 

Pro Head.

The new Pro, which builds on the success 

of the original Davros Head, is made from 

aerospace-grade aluminium. It retro-fits to 

any tripod or shooting stick system with a 

1/4” or 3/8” UNC thread. It’s not just for 

rifles, as the Davros Pro Head can be used to 

attach optics too. 

Hunters using the magnetic attachment 

system can mount a spotting scope to glass

the area for long periods, using the device’s 

enhanced pan control, and can then swap to 

their rifle within moments. Two tension

control levers let the Davros Pro move

T

QYS GETS HEAVY AFTER OLYMPICS

smoothly through a wide range of elevation, 

depression and cant adjustment to ensure a 

stable base on uneven ground. Go to

javelinbipod.com to find out more.

10 www.airgunmagazine.co.uk

The original Domed 
pellets weigh 8.48 grains 
while the new “Heavies” 
are 9.56 grains – that’s 

almost a 13% difference

GET WALKING  
FOR WILDLIFE
Airgun shooters and other 

conservationists are being urged to take 

part in a sponsored walk to boost the 

research carried out by the Game & 

Wildlife Conservation Trust.

Spokesman Andrew Gilruth explained: 

“The GWCT’s scientific research into 

habitat and species recovery … provides

science-based management techniques

for farmers, gamekeepers and land 

managers. By Walking for Wildlife, you can 

help the GWCT continue to work for a 

thriving British countryside.”

Walkers can sign up for Walking for 

Wildlife by visiting gwct.org.uk/walking. 

You can choose any day in September, the 

distance you want to walk and your own 

route. A donation of any size can make a 

big difference, with £25, for example, 

being enough to buy a red squirrel feeder.

LAY DOWN  
LESS TO COVER UP
Daystate has been adding some high quality

clothing to its range recently, including 

everything from a beanie hat to a waterproof 

jacket with the Daystate logo front, back and 

on each arm, and Airgun Shooter readers can 

grab some of this for less than the retail price.

Readers can get a 15% discount on all 

online purchases until the end of September 

by using the code MDA5FJ7O93CE at 

checkout. The discount doesn’t just apply to 

clothing though, as it can be used to buy

other items such as pellets, magazines, 

batteries, gun stocks, accessories for the 

flagship Delta Wolf, a hard case and even a 

Daystate pen. All of this can be found in the 

online store at daystate.com/shop.
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available in:

-caliber .177; .20; .22; .25; .30 and .35

-normal steel and stainless

-standard profile and polygon profile

Air

Gun

GUN BARRELS
AND MORE
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Being part of the Target Sprint team in South 

Korea at the 2018 ISSF World Shooting 

Championships and winning a bronze medal 

gave me a taste of the excitement of competing 

on a world stage. 

I was able to make that direct correlation of 

effort and reward – and it’s an addictive feeling. 

I knew early on in my shooting career that 

competing at 10m precision air rifle was my 

goal, specifically to represent GBR at the 

Olympics and in 2019 I made the shift to this 

discipline. I’m really glad I did.

was 12 when my dad took me to a local 

shooting club where I shot an air pistol 

and rifle for the first time. My first 

thought when I brought back the 

target was: “That’s ok, but I think I 

could do much better.” I was hooked 

after only my first few shots.

I’m competitive by nature. I like to push myself 

to see what I can achieve and how far I can go. I 

saw that there was a huge opportunity for me in 

the world of shooting if I was prepared to put the 

effort in to be competitive. 

I

ISABEL MOORE
Isabel earned international success with Target 

Sprint, but has now set her sights on shooting 

10m precision air rifle at the Olympics

Precision shooting is a mentally tough sport. 

It’s frustrating when things aren’t going right, 

especially when you think that you are doing 

everything possible to hit that elusive 10.9.  

But when it does go right the sense of 

satisfaction is amazing.

My training takes many forms, I spend a lot of 

time in the gym focusing on my core strength 

and balance, I use running to improve my 

endurance, I work on my mental agility and 

resilience, make sure I am eating, resting and 

sleeping well – and that’s before I even pick up a 

rifle. It’s why I love this sport. 

For me it’s more of a lifestyle choice, and the 

discipline I have in shooting carries across into all 

other aspects of my life.

As a competitive shooter who loves the thrill of 

a big competition the last 12 months have been 

about a different focus in my shooting. I’m 

fortunate that I have a SCATT training system 

and can set up an indoor range at home. Using 

Zoom to connect with my coaches at least twice 

a week during lockdown we have used the time 

to focus on my process. Going back to the range 

I have been able to see the hours of training on 

the SCATT translating into Personal Bests, so 

again I am able to correlate my effort to my 

results and this gives me the motivation to really 

push myself in training.

Shooting continues to give me opportunities 

all the time I am prepared to work hard, and last 

year I was selected to be part of the British 

Shooting Development Academy. 

British Shooting are really supporting the 

pathway to the very highest level and the 

support I get from my coaches John Saint and 

Matt Guile is amazing. As a female shooter it’s a 

great motivation to have amazing role models 

such as Seonaid McIntosh. I can look at what 

Seonaid is achieving and relate it to my own 

shooting journey and one day hope to follow in 

her footsteps. 

Five years after I took my first shot I still look at 

my results and always think: “That’s ok, but I 

think I could do much better.” It’s why I keep 

shooting, always looking for that next 10.9 and 

the next medal! 
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THE BAR R
What’s the expression? If you assume, you make an ass 

out of you and me – only this time it’s Jim Old, as he

learns a lesson the hard way

usk looms over a small meadow in 

middle-of-nowhere Cheshire. It’s a 

still summerevening,silent except 

for the occasional car trundling up 

the road that bordersthe farm.

These fields haven’t seen livestock 

for years,and docks and buttercup stems are high. 

I’m sure there are rabbits in here somewhere.

I linger close to a tall hedge, perfectly still, my 

Weihrauch HW95 poised and my finger just itching to 

slip the safety to “fire”. Hopefully my Jack Pyke

Digicam jacket and cheapo posted-from-China face 

veil are rendering me semi-invisible. 

I haven’t bothered to

camouflage my lower 

half. I’m gambling that 

rabbits are more likely 

to be bemused than 

alarmed by the sight of 

two disembodied 

human legs standing by 

a hedge in dark blue 

jeans and red trainers.

Nothing stirs, so I

creep towards the

bottom of the field. 

Reaching the fence, I 

look back the way I’ve 

come. Nothing. There

are no rabbits here. 

Undaunted, I try

another meadow. I have

to cross the lawn in 

front of the house to 

reach it. A figure

watches me from a

window as I pass. I wave 

and head for the gate.

Back into stalking

mode. I walk with 

exaggerated care, using noise from the road to mask

my movements as much as possible. Every nerve is 

strained, every sense sharpened. This field is larger,

but just as overgrown. There might be rabbits only 

feet away. One clumsy stride could scatter them all. 

Suddenly something fidgets in the foliage ahead. 

Dock leaves shake and then go still. I drop to a knee 

and raise the rifle…

Clunk. Thud. The unmistakable sound of a door

opening and closing. A bark from an excited dog. The 

dock leaves shake again as the rabbit bolts. Irritated, I 

turn towards the house to see two young women and 

a clueless collie belting towards me across the lawn. 

They look indignant. “What are you doing here?” one 

of them starts to say. I pull off my face veil.

They stop dead in their tracks. “Oh, it’s YOU Uncle 

Jim!” A brief pause and then my nieces fall about, 

shrieking with laughter and prompting a couple more

rabbits to dart from cover. The dog doesn’t have the 

faintest clue what’s going on but capers around us, 

barking dementedly. All the rabbits in the area

up-sticks and move to a different parish.

“We thought there was a strange man creeping 

around the fields with a gun!” says Daisy. “We didn’t

realise it was you!” laughs her older sister.

They explain that 

nobody in my 

parents’ house, my 

wife and kids, even 

my parents

themselves, had 

recognised me when 

they spotted me in 

the meadows. “You

were wearing that 

face thing,” they 

protest when we’re 

back inside.

I stare at them

open-mouthed. “But 

you knew I was 

staying here, with 

my gun, and 

intending to go 

rabbit shooting. 

Didn’t it occur to you

that it might be me

out there?” 

“Well, we couldn’t

find you to ask,”

came the lame reply.

I clamp my hand 

over my eyes for a moment and then leave the room.

Out again the next evening, I find the one rabbit 

that didn’t get the memo about moving on. I carefully 

stalk to within 30 yards, but it’s just outside my 

parents’ boundary so I can’t shoot it. Returning to the 

house, I ask myself what I’ve learned from the

“mystery stalker” episode. 

Well, obviously always make sure those in the

vicinity know that you’re hunting, if you wish to avoid

noisy interruption and potential blue-light incidents. 

Do this even when you think it should be completely 

blinking obvious. 

D
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JOIN US TODAY ON FACEBOOK AT WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/AIRGUNSHOOTER AND SHARE YOUR SHOOTING STORIES AND PHOTOS

Email your letters to asletters@futurenet.com, including your full name and address

HARNESSING ACCURACY
The inherent accuracy of most 

modern pellets is outstanding 

as manufacturing procedures 

have been refined and the 

shooter enjoys the fullest 

accuracy on offer. It’s best to 

bench-test all pellet brands that 

come to hand if you are to 

assess the rifle and pellet. 

Remember you must use 

good benchrest techniques. A 

pile of leaky sandbags is not 

acceptable, and being cold 

won’t help matters. Neither will 

trying to zero your scope in 

windy conditions. 

The trigger can benefit from a 

tune-up. This will eliminate that 

worst enemy of accuracy – a 

creepy trigger that has 

pre-charged guns. I’d always 

used a scuba tank for my air 

fills, but when coronavirus 

arrived my dive shop closed,  

as did several others within 

driving distance.

Because I couldn’t get my 

scuba tank refilled, I ended up 

buying a pump for myself. I’ve 

heard some people say that it’s 

easy. I like to think I’m

reasonably fit, and I still found it 

to be quite hard work. But I

worked out two tips that really 

helped me. 

First of all, I never take too 

many shots before refilling the 

gun, as that means there’s less 

air that needs to go in. And I 

sometimes take a short break 

when using the pump, so I don’t 

get too exhausted.

Tom Mullings

Those are two great tips Tom. 

Pumps can really help to get us

out of a sticky situation, and it’s 

good to have a pump as a 

back-up in any case, for example 

r its 
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BEAT IT
One of the perennial questions asked by many 

airgun shooters, both novice and experienced, is 

how to gain a first shooting permission or even 

indeed to add to existing permissions. If you are

reasonably physically fit and love being outdoors 

in all weathers, then my tip is to contact your 

local pheasant/partridge shoot and go beating. 

As long as you are punctual and reliable then I

promise you will have a great time and make

some valuable contacts.

After you have proven yourself and been 

accepted you can mention in passing your 

passion for air rifles and how they are a valuable 

tool in the arsenal of pest control. It’s possible 

that once the game season is over at the end of 

January, you could get the chance of some 

squirrel shooting around feed hoppers (which 

are the bane of all game shots) as keepers/

landowners will welcome additional help. You 

might even get paid for a day’s beating, but see 

that as a welcome bonus and if offered a brace 

of shot birds to take home at the end of the day,

then take them. 

If you don’t fancy preparing them, offer them 

to friends or family, or even your local butcher 

shop. At worst they will end up in a game pie. If 

you are a game shot then there is often the 

“beaters’ day” at the end of the season where 

you get the chance to shoot. Be prepared for 

light-hearted ribbing if you miss!

David “Moleman” Fletcher

Finding a permission is a major problem for 

plenty of would-be airgun hunters, especially if 

they don’t live in a rural area in the first place,  

and they’d be very wise to take your advice and 

get beating.

LETTER OF THE MONTH

excessive trigger travel. But do 

not overdo it or you will end up 

with a trigger discharging 

accidently in the field.

With all this in place, and to 

get the best from the rifle, a 

laser rangefinder will put you 

right onto the range. Sitting 

out in the field guessing the 

range can give you a

headache. The rangefinde

cuts out the unwanted

problem by giving the sho

an instant and accurate r

reading in yards or metre

in most weather condition

Mine is the Vantage LRF 4

which is perfect.

Neil Edwards

Being able to accurately 

estimate distance withou

rangefinder is a very

worthwhile skill to master

modern technology can gi

all a big helping hand.

PUMP IT UP
I thought I’d share my 

experiences about fillin

Laser rangefinderssuch as this HawkeLRF 400 
take away the guesswork and let the shooter get 
on with the job of taking the shot

Pumps do offer the 
shooter quite a

physical workout,so
make sure to pace 

yourself, especially 
if you’ve never used

one before

Gaining a permission can be problematic,butwith most problems there’s a 
solution, and becoming a beater is definitely one of them
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MARKSMAN POINTED PELLETS
marksmanpellets.com

Since its establishment almost a century

ago in the 1930s, Marksman has found 

worldwide recognition for its extensive 

range of affordably priced airgun 

ammunition, including pointed pellets in 

both .177 and .22 calibres which will be

absolutely devastating on airgun quarry, 

including rats.

Marksman Pellets are still manufactured 

by Lincoln Jeffries, a company owned and 

run by brothers David and Alan Jeffries, 

who are the great-grandsons of George 

Lincoln Jeffries, the inventor of the famous 

Lincoln Air Rifle.

Lincoln Jeffries continues to draw on its

foundations to ensure that demand for 

these iconic pellets is met. Supplied in 

distinctive and strikingly colourful boxes 

and tins, they’re sought after across the 

world, as far afield as Australia and South 

Africa. Yet the business holds onto its 

British roots, residing in Summer Lane in 

Birmingham, where it continues to produce 

this striking ammunition.

For more details visit marksmanpellets.

com, email sales@marksmanpellets.com, 

call 0121 359 3343 or visit Marksman’s 

Facebook page at Marksman UK.

NITEVIZOR HUD-X150  
NV ADD-ON UNIT
bisley-uk.com

NiteVizor’s new HUD-X150 is a night 

vision add-on unit that transforms 

any telescopic sight into an advanced 

day and night rifle scope. Based on 

cutting-edge VizorView IR technology, 

the NiteVizor HUD-X150 offers a 

heads-up display view.

The high-resolution ocular LED

displays a crisp image – directly from 

the rifle scope – either in full colour 

for day use or in enhanced IR black 

and white in total darkness.

It features three levels of IR 

adjustment and a fully dimmable 

display for ultimate performance and 

usability. It has a large detection 

range of up to 200m, with a 

magnification range from 4x up to 

14x. The HUD-X150 also features 

built-in wi-fi to connect to another 

external screen or mobile device. 

The included quick-fit mounting 

system ensures a secure fit to rifle

scopes with an ocular diameter of

35mm-48mm. For recording videos 

and images, simply insert a micro-SD 

card (not included) to record the 

action. The NiteVizor HUD-X150 has 

an RRP of £395.95.

SMK VICTORY CP2 RATTING  
SET AT JUST AIR GUNS 
justairguns.co.uk

If you are looking for a low-cost, fast-handling 

air rifle for close-range rat control, the Victory 

CP2 Multishot Pistol/Rifle is the perfect tool 

for the job! It’s easy to operate thanks to the 

simple installation of a single 12g CO2 capsule. 

You can shoot it as a pistol or install the 

removable stock supplied for greater 

accuracy. For the very best shooting, using the

long barrel and suppressor included in this set, 

you will be amazed at how accurate this airgun 

is at medium to short range. The set is 

complete with two seven-round rotary 

magazines for fast loading.

While it comes with open sights, fitting a 

quality scope such as a 4x32 will improve your 

shooting and make targeting rats very easy.

And when your pest control duties are over,

you can also take your Victory CP2 to the 

range for some great shooting fun!

The Victory rifle is available in either black or 

camo and in .177 or .22 calibres. This SMK 

airgun is available from Just Air Guns from 

around 

£170 with fast 

home delivery – see 

the website at justairguns.

co.uk or drop into our London 

store during open times. We also

welcome calls to our support team 

on 0330 999 5224 to help with all

your questions.
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UMAREX GLOCK 17 
AND GUNSKINS WRAP
Austrian gunmaker Glock is known around 

the world for its series of polymer-framed,

semi-automatic pistols, the two most 

famous models being the Glock 17 and the 

slightly smaller, but similar, Glock 19. 

Umarex has several Glocks in its 

CO₂-powered line-up, and has brought the 

range bang up to date with the release of 

the Glock 17 Gen 5.

Umarex has got very good at making replica 

airguns under licence, and the Glock 17 Gen 5 is

quite possibly the closest replica to a powder-

burning original that we’ve ever seen. The “fifth 

generation” or “Gen 5” revisions centered on 

ergonomics and improving reliability, and the 

most obvious Gen 5 feature on this BB-firing 

replica is the omission of the finger grooves on 

the grip.

Finger grooves are great – if they happen to fit

your hand – but can be uncomfortable if they 

aren’t a perfect match to your fingers. Glock 

realised that a groove-less grip would be more 

convenient for most pistol shooters, and Umarex 

has passed on this improvement to airgun 

shooters too.

This airgun, which costs £194.95, is powered 

by a single 12g CO₂ capsule, and has a magazine 

capacity of 19 BBs. It can be shot in both

single- and double-action mode, and has  

a sliding safety, as well as an automatic  

trigger safety.

That’s not all though, because this prize 

includes a vinyl wrap from GunSkins that’s 

worth £25. Powder-burning Glocks are made in 

the USA as well as their native Austria, and 

GunSkins has supplied a patriotic American 

flag-themed skin which can be used to cover the 

Umarex replica to give it a totally different look.

Our thanks go out to John Rothery (Wholesale)

(bisley-uk.com) and GunSkins (gunskins.com)

for supplying this fabulous competition prize.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: This competition closes on 30 
September 2021. By taking part, you agree to be bound by 
the competition rules at www.futureplc.com/competition-
rules. Entries must be received by midnight on the closing 
date (UK time). Open to UK residents aged 18 years and 
over. The winner will be selected at random from all correct 
entries. The prize is non-transferable and non-refundable. 
There is no cash alternative. The winner must collect the 
prize in person from a Registered Firearms Dealer, which 
the winner can nominate.

To be in with a chance of 
winning, just answer the 
following question correctly:

How many rounds does 
the magazine hold?

A) Seventeen
B) Eighteen
C) Nineteen

Enter now at:
http://bit.ly/agm152prize

Enter the competition web page in the address bar of 
your web browser, not into a search engine.

WIN
!

FREE TO ENTER

WORTH

£219.95
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THE COUNTRYMAN

 

 

•  Songbirds, red squirrels  

and dormice are more 

likely to thrive when

competition from grey 

squirrels is eliminated

•  Grey squirrels are extremely 

damaging to trees, so 

controlling their numbers  

is beneficial to the  

woodland habitat

•  Squirrel control helps the 

forestry industry, which 

loses out on millions of 

pounds every year as a

result of their damage

•  Spending time in the woods 

keeping grey squirrels in

check is a great way to relax 

and watch wildlife

GREYSQUIRREL
 

Sciurus carolinensis

PEST STATUS: This invasive

rodent damages trees, 

contributes to the decline of red

squirrels, and preys on the eggs

and chicks of songbirds.

HABITAT: Squirrels spend 

much of their time in the trees, 

although they will also forage on 

the ground.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Grey squirrel meat is 

surprisingly good to eat. 

Fishermen also use their tail

fibres to tie fly-hooks.

THE QUARRY
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Setting up a feeding station is by far the 
most effective way to make a serious 

dent in the numbers of destructive grey
squirrels – Mat Manning explains how 

he does it

BOX OF 
TRICKS

F
eeding stations are 

without a doubt the most 

effective way to achieve 

meaningful tallies when 

using an airgun to 

control grey squirrels.

Although wandering the woods 

on the off-chance of bagging a 

bushy-tail or two is both enjoyable 

and beneficial, most landowners 

want to see proper results when 

they entrust someone with the 

control of this invasive rodent on 

their ground.

By creating an area of attraction, 

usually by offering peanuts, maize or 

sunflower seeds, you are greatly 

increasing the likelihood of

encountering and killing grey squirrels 

during your time in the woods. 

Fewer grey squirrels equals less 

tree damage, less predation on 

songbirds, less impact on our native 

red squirrel and, significantly, less 

chance of a dissatisfied landowner 

withdrawing your permission and

getting someone else in because you 

aren’t delivering.

I also believe the use of feeding 

stations reduces the risk of wounding. 

This is because they enable shots to

be taken from a comfortable position, 

over a known distance and at a static 

target. Some shooters suggest that 

there is a risk of feeding stations 

attracting grey squirrels from outlying 

areas – surely that can only be a good 

thing because it will enable you to do

an even more effective job of 

reducing numbers of this pest and 

keeping them down.

The woods where I am shooting 

today have suffered a tragic loss of 

habitat as a result of ash dieback. 

Hundreds of trees have been felled as 

a result of the disease and the owners 

are eager to restore the habitat by 

replanting. This makes squirrel 

control more important than ever 

because the last thing anyone wants 

is the bark-stripping rodents killing or

deforming newly planted saplings.

Despite the felling works, there are 

still quite a few mature trees standing, 

including oak, hazel and softwoods. 

The dense summer foliage can make 

it very difficult to spot squirrels up in 

the treetops, which is another 

advantage of using feeding stations 

to lure them out into the open.

FEEDING THE HABIT
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ONE WEEK BEFORE SHOOT
DRASTIC CHANGE

THESE WOODS are undergoing a drastic change in

the aftermath of ash dieback. The owners have been 

forced to fell all the ash trees on the estate (which 

made up a large percentage of the woods) and replant 

with other species. Forestry works have now been 

going on for several months and have resulted in the

loss of hundreds, possibly thousands, of large trees.

The extensive tree-felling works have resulted in the 

loss of a lot of woodland habitat, and some areas are 

now virtually devoid of grey squirrels. The pests 

haven’t gone, just moved into parts of the woods that 

offer good cover. This displacement of squirrels should 

assist Mat with their control because he can target 

areas where they are present in higher concentrations.

Although the works look like a scene of destruction, 

they will bring benefits in the long term. The owners 

will soon replant with species that should survive and 

thrive for many generations and the increased light 

coming in through the open canopy will soon bring a 

flush of new growth and increase biodiversity.

The new saplings will be extremely vulnerable to 

squirrels’ bark-stripping habits so the success of the 

replanting hinges on driving down the numbers of 

these destructive rodents.

ONE WEEK BEFORE SHOOT
DRAWING THEM IN

EVEN AFTER the tree-felling works, there is still a 

lot of foliage left to keep squirrels hidden. Using a 

feeding station is a great solution to this problem as it 

lures squirrels out into the open where they offer clear 

and reliable shots.

This is a feeding site that Mat uses frequently, 

targeting it for four or five weeks at a time before the

returns drop, signalling that it’s time to move on to

another spot. Fortunately, this area hasn’t been hit 

very hard by the forestry works because most of the 

trees here are oak, hazel and pine. Consequently, this 

block of woodland is now serving as a sanctuary for 

squirrels that have been forced away from their usual 

territories, so Mat expects there to be plenty around.

The key to success with feeding stations is to keep

them filled and allow the squirrels to grow confident 

around them by holding off from shooting for the first 

couple of weeks. These woods are a distance from 

Mat’s home, so he has set up two feeders in the same 

spot to increase capacity and reduce the visits he has 

to make to prevent them from running empty.

Mat uses various baits in his feeding stations but he 

rates peanuts as the best. They cost more than some 

of the alternatives but their level of attraction is 

unrivalled and they will draw in greedy squirrels even 

during late summer and autumn when natural food is 

most abundant.
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ONE WEEK BEFORE SHOOT
INCREASING COVER

SQUIRRELS CAN be quite bold when they’re 

distracted by an easy meal, but Mat still likes to set 

up a hide when targeting his feeding stations. His 

usual choice is a simple camouflage net propped up

with a couple of poles to create a screen.

This particular hide has been in position for a  

long time so the squirrels had become accustomed 

to it. It was tucked into the edge of a softwood 

plantation but the forestry workers have had to cut 

back a lot of pine trees to open up the rides for their 

vehicles and the works have left Mat’s hide looking 

pretty exposed.

Rather than moving his hide to a completely 

different position, Mat has decided to leave it where 

it is and dress it with more vegetation to make it less 

conspicuous. Thankfully, the foresters have left

behind a lot of branches from the pine trees they 

felled, and these are the perfect material for Mat to 

use to boost his hide.

Four or five branches are all it takes to blend the 

screen into the stand of trees behind it. Content that 

the hide will now provide sufficient concealment to

keep him hidden from any squirrels that turn up to

feed, Mat leaves the area and heads for home.

PATIENCE  
PAYS OFF
 

 

DON’T BE in too much of a hurry to 

start shooting as soon as you see 

signs of grey squirrels visiting your 

feeding station. Mat’s usual approach 

is to gauge the response after a 

feeder’s first week in situ before

deciding on his next move.

If the feeder has received no 

attention at all after one week, it  

could be that the squirrels haven’t 

found it and it needs to be moved 

somewhere else. If diminishing peanut 

levels suggest that squirrels are 

tucking in, Mat always keeps the 

feeder topped up for a second week 

before he starts shooting.

Week two is usually when the 

activity really builds up. The 

commotion of squirrels travelling back 

and forth to help themselves to 

peanuts is likely to attract more and 

more bushy-tails to the feeder.

Another advantage of the second 

week is that it gives squirrels time to

grow in confidence and regard the

feeding station and surrounding area 

as a safe place, which means they will

be less suspicious when you are sat 

waiting for them.

EXPERT TIP
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17:50
IN FOR THE AMBUSH

WITH ALL the preparations made, and with 

peanut levels going down very quickly, it is 

apparent that plenty of squirrels are visiting the

feeder. Now is the time for Mat’s first stakeout.

Squirrels usually feed hardest just after 

daybreak and during the last couple of hours

before nightfall, so Mat has arrived during the

early part of the evening in the hope of catching 

up with his quarry during their second binge of

the day. He doesn’t want to disturb the feeder 

immediately before his shooting session, so he

heads straight for the hide.

Comfort is very important when you could 

be waiting for a long time, so Mat has brought 

along his beanbag seat. Apart from serving as a 

cushion, it also makes for a very stable 

platform to shoot from.

Sticking with the theme of stability, Mat is 

setting up with his Primos Trigger Stick Tripod. 

This height-adjustable shooting rest can be 

used from a variety of stances and provides

excellent support for sitting shots.

Mat’s final preparation is to put on his 

headnet. Although the hide is in good shape 

and the squirrels should be distracted by the

peanuts, he doesn’t want to take any chances. 

Having a net over his face and head also means

Mat shouldn’t be pestered by the midges that 

can sometimes swarm around the woods as 

dusk approaches.

GUN 
FX IMPACT MKII 
fxairguns.com

OPTICS 
HAWKE SIDEWINDER 
hawkeoptics.com

SCOPE MOUNTS 
SPORTSMATCH TWOPIECE 
sportsmatch-uk.com

AMMO 
RANGEMASTER SOVEREIGN 
daystate.com

GUN SUPPORT 
PRIMOS TRIGGER STICK 
bisley-uk.com

GLOVES 
MACWET MICROMESH  
LONG CUFF 
range-right.co.uk

MAT’S GEAR
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18:15
ACTION STATIONS

THE SQUIRRELS clearly have a taste for the 

peanuts, and it isn’t long before the first diner puts in

an appearance. This squirrel knows exactly what it 

wants, and wastes no time as it scrambles down the

trunk of the tree and onto the feeder before grabbing 

a peanut.

Mat is now watching through his scope, although 

the shot isn’t on immediately as the squirrel initially 

has its head hidden as it rummages through the feed 

tray. Very soon, the bushy-tail sits up and then 

clambers to the top of the feeder where it begins

nibbling at the peanut to remove its dry, flaky husk. 

Mat knows this is the time when grey squirrels are 

least likely to make any sudden moves. Using the

tripod to keep his aim dead steady, Mat settles the 

crosshairs on the oblivious rodent’s skull and touches

off the trigger of his FX Impact MkII to deliver a 

pin-point smack that sends the greedy squirrel 

tumbling to the ground.

It’s a clean kill, so Mat is able to remain concealed

within his hide, and it’s just as well because another 

squirrel quickly follows the first. The process is 

practically identical as the bushy-tail slinks down the 

tree, takes a peanut and then settles on top of the 

feeder to tuck in. The conclusion is also the same, and 

the result is two dead squirrels beneath the feeder.

20:30
TAILS YOU WIN

THE SQUIRRELS keep on coming until 

darkness really starts to set in. Mat has had 

a productive session and has managed to 

account for five squirrels. That’s significantly

less than on previous visits to this feeder,

which is a good sign, but it is still an 

important contribution to the estate’s 

habitat management plan.

The next job is to retrieve the shot 

squirrels, and they will not be wasted. Apart

from being free-range and very healthy,

squirrel meat is also delicious – very similar 

to chicken – so this evening’s quarry is 

destined for the pot.

Meat isn’t the only useful by-product from 

a session culling grey squirrels, as their tails 

are also worth keeping. People who tie their 

own fly-hooks for trout and salmon fishing 

are usually grateful for squirrel tails as the 

silvery-grey fibres feature alongside feathers 

and tinsel in the construction of several 

imitation insects. For this reason, Mat 

always cuts the tails off his shot squirrels 

and passes them on to fly-fishing friends.
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he Seven Deadly Sins are 

defined by the Church and 

theologians as habits and 

behaviours which, if 

unchecked, could lead to the 

downfall and damnation of 

even the purest of souls. If you happen to 

feel uneasy as you read my observations, 

then you only have yourself to blame!

PRIDE
This most commonly manifests itself in 

shooters who are in possession of that 

most wondrous of things – a new gun!

Following the owner’s modest admission 

that the hardware is indeed new, there will 

then follow an unprompted and detailed 

summary of the gun’s technical data: its 

barrel length in millimetres and inches, its 

weight (unscoped) in kilograms and 

pounds, and so on and so on.

In extreme cases, this can lead to an 

impromptu and in-depth Q&A session, 

primarily intended to demonstrate how 

little you actually know about your latest 

acquisition. For example: “That’s the new 

model with the adjustable length-of-stage 

hammer actuator system isn’t it?”

ENVY
Under no circumstances can any self-

respecting shooter admit to this! It’s

equally important to ensure that your 

jealousy does not leak out. The first time I 

took my Daystate Pulsar into mixed

company I was welcomed by several 

T

THESEVEN  
DEADLY SIN  
OFSHOOTING
Are airgun shooters guilty of any of these biblical 
transgressions? With his tongue very firmly in 
his cheek, Chris Bentley investigates

Chris is a self-confessed sinner but is he 

repenting? Well he’s now praying hard – 

although it’s probably just for another new rifle!

colourful descriptions of its aesthetics, of 

which the “electronic cricket bat” was the 

most memorable (and, if I’m honest, the 

most hurtful). But the rifle shot 

heroically, and as I packed up prior to my

departure my spirits were lifted by 

several quietly whispered offers: “If ever

you want to sell that thing let me know.”

LUST
If, like me, you enjoy absorbing the waves 

of innovations and designs that dominate 

the airgun world, lust is a feeling we often 

have to endure and resist. After all, we 

have to live within our means. Despite

this, we have all experienced the sin of 

lust at its most primeval. 

Innocently perusing the racks of our 

nearest gun shop, or absent-mindedly 

surfing the net, there comes that 

moment when we behold a gun and a

quiet voice inside us says: “That’s the one 

… my soulmate!” We are besotted. We

research. Every review and every opinion 

supports our view of the Wonderful Gun. 

And when we are finally satisfied that we 

were right all along, the Chosen One 

becomes ours.

GLUTTONY
Personally, I have a strict 3-Gun Policy. I 

have a target rifle and a hunting rifle. The

third is a foster rifle that hasn’t yet found

its forever home and is just passing 

through. This self-imposed strategy causes 

much merriment amongst some of my 

fellow shooters. For them, the newest tech 

breakthrough is merely the turn of a credit 

card away. 

NOW IS THE TIME TO

LEAVE YOUR SINS 

BEHIND AND GET OUT 

THERE SHOOTING! 

SHOOTING
ADVICE
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I sit in my ivory tower and tut at those for 

whom their newest rifle is a weekly event, 

secure in the knowledge that my rifles are 

like my children, loved despite their faults, 

and cherished because of their familiarity.

But then I have my foster rifle. I confess 

that it is my gluttony which fuels the 

frequency of its turnaround. I need more 

guns, but my wildcard rifle allows me to 

indulge my unquenchable thirst for more

knowledge and experiences. It has shown 

itself in several calibres, many styles and 

an astounding array of budgets. My foster 

rifle is my muse and my plaything, but it

very rarely joins the family.

WRATH
Even in the theatre of war, shooting whilst 

angry is counter-productive, yet we do it

regularly. At my club I confess that I am a 

bit of an observer. Some of my limited 

skills have come from the observation of,

and discussions around, the shooting 

habits of others. 

Some shooters will give up on a target 

card the very moment one pellet strays 

from its intended destination. Such can be

their anger, that language capable of 

shocking a dock worker might be used. 

Suggesting a moment of quiet reflection 

on such occasions can often lead to the

matter of your parentage being discussed. 

For what it’s worth, when I miss now, I’ve 

taught myself to puff out both my cheeks, 

blow out slowly and smile.

GREED
Not to be confused with gluttony, our 

friend greed is the drive to consume all 

things airgun – by keeping them. I have 

several friends who own more than 10 

rifles. There are those who also own a 

bewildering array of pistols, and for some

sinners the allure of another “just-in-case”

scope is impossible to resist. Me? I just 

made the schoolboy error of buying a 

tactical AR-15 platform-type rifle from 

Sweden. From barrels to grips to 

adjustable stocks, everything is 

interchangeable, and having found the 

wiggle-room in my 3-Gun Policy, I’m 

becoming very greedy indeed … 

SLOTH
As well as being a cute, tropical South 

American mammal, sloth is a wilful 

disinclination to action or labour. Sadly,

apathy and inactivity have been forced on 

many of us over the last year. Let’s hope 

that the worst has ended. The shops and 

shooting ranges are open and we’re 

allowed out for fun and games. So now is

the time to leave your sins behind and get 

out there shooting! 

FEATURE THE SEVEN DEADLIES

Some rifles may receive some 

unflattering banter, but Chris reckons 

that’s only because those people are 

suffering from the sin of jealousy

Do additional grips, telescoping 

butt stocks and moderators mean a 

man is guilty of greed? Surely not, 

because they’re all essentials…





 

KILLINGOR 
CONTROLLING?
Pete Brookes goes all 007 on us and
explains the rationale for taking a
life, only this time it’s with an air 
rifle rather than a Walther PPK
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hey say people can judge one’s 

age by your favourite James 

Bond actor, the one who would 

have been playing the part

during the time of your earlier 

and influential years. In my own 

case that would have been the late, great 

Roger Moore, although my actual favourite

007 outing is 2012’s Skyfall.

Not only is it partly set in the majestic Glen 

Etive in Scotland, where incidentally, struck 

by the beauty of the place, I spontaneously 

proposed to my partner, but there is also a 

scene earlier in the film set in the National 

Gallery in London where Bond and the new 

Quartermaster meet for the first time. Here 

the young upstart Q mocks 007, intimating 

that secret agents are only required “as

every now and then a trigger needs to be 

pulled”, to which Bond typically and brilliantly 

reposts: “Or not pulled.”

Cinematic genius in my book, but that line 

can equally equate to ourselves if we hunt 

with our air rifles. I am not talking about the 

physical safety of the shot, what I am looking

at is the reasoning and justification for the 

pulling of the trigger and the resulting killing 

of any animal.

As airgun hunters we go about the process 

of killing animals in several ways, and we 

process the rationale and justification for 

what we do in our own individual manner.

I am pretty confident that if you have spent 

your hard-earned money purchasing this 

magazine and an interest to read this article 

so far, you have no desire to invest time and 

money solely to kill something. That short

period of the conclusive result is just a small 

timespan in the participation of your sport 

when you think about how much time you 

spend on the lead-up to that actual point. 

When I leave my house with a rifle in hand I 

hope for a positive outcome, with a 

successful bag being taken safely and 

humanely. If not, then so be it, but at least I 

will have been lucky enough to have got out 

into the countryside and I can always plan for 

my next trip. 

Two years ago I came across a journal

published by Exeter University titled Killing 

Squirrels: Exploring motivations and 

practices of lethal wildlife management. 

(Crowley, Hinchliffe & McDonald, 2018). I was 

a bit sceptical  at first with it originating  from 

an academic source, as in my opinion the 

university culture tends not to favour the 

shooting and countryside ethos these days.

This work did not condemn, but then 

neither did it defend non-human killing, and 

I can honestly say it changed my whole 

perspective and understanding of my 

reasoning and justification for why I shoot 

and hunt. This is a fitting piece of real-world 

research, so If you get the chance give it a 

read. With the authors’ consent I base this 

article around extracts from the journal, 

and I hope I give them credit by doing so.

We can identify motivation for hunting 

the smaller species of wildlife that we as

airgunners consider legitimate quarry. We 

tend to use the words “pest” and “vermin” 

to identify rats, grey squirrels, rabbits and 

corvids alike, which somehow makes the 

process of killing more acceptable. 

In the case of the rabbit it is easy to be

comfortable with the large scale lethal 

control of any destructive species, but 

when that small mammal is lifeless at your 

feet as a result of your actions then 

personally I have no animosity towards that 

individual creature. 

In Germany and Austria, where hunting is 

still part of the national culture, they honour 

a shot deer by the “Letzer Bissen” or “last 

bite” and place a small twig in the dead

animal’s mouth as a final meal to show 

respect. A bit much for a slain bunny, but 

the point is there that we should really

respect all that we hunt and kill.

It is difficult not to use euphemisms 

when we discuss killing animals as we 

tend to use words that are less impactive 

and have a tendency to utilise nicer basic 

wording such as “dispatch” and “cull” to 

describe what we do. The whole world is 

guilty of this, myself included, but maybe 

when describing wildlife management, as 

the necessary and functional activity it is, 

there is no wrongfulness in the manner of 

this wording, and in this case the actual 

terminology used may be more accurate 

and helpful.

Our actual reasoning for the lethal control 

of animals can be broken into three main 

distinct groupings, these being reparative/

sacrificial, stewardship and categorical 

killing. I am not including killing for food as I

very much doubt anybody relies on a 

firearm to completely feed and sustain 

themselves these days.

Conservation is a classic example of 

reparative/sacrificial killing where we have 

no real qualms killing one species to protect 

another. The red squirrel is not an

endangered species worldwide, but it does 

attract a more positive view in some part to 

its more cute and fluffy appearance than 

the grey squirrel. 

Add that to the potential loss of an 

indigenous species in its historical context 

and the threat to our national broadleaf 

T

Is it killing or controlling? When 

the responsible shooter controls, 

they also kill, but the term doesn’t 

always work the other way round

Credit: David Jinks

IF WE KILL ANY ANIMAL, 
WE ARE KILLING IT FOR WHAT
IT DOES, NOT WHAT IT IS 

HUNTING & 
FIELDCRAFT
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that gut-wrenching feeling when we know we 

have hit the quarry, but it manages to get 

back into cover out of view and 

unrecoverable. Not a nice feeling.

Categorical killing can be linked to the prior 

examples and our participation. This relates

more to our perception of the quarry, and if 

we describe the animal in a particular 

manner it makes it more “killable”. I earlier 

mentioned how we identify “pests” and 

“vermin”, which implies a shoot on sight 

policy as if the animal must be killed

whatever the circumstances. It must be

remembered that if we kill any animal, we are 

killing it for what it does, not what it is!

There is a fourth category having the

unpleasant expression of “recreational 

killing”, which at its best we could say may be 

linked to the aforementioned categories 

where airgunners actually pay to shoot 

quarry. At its worst it is taking a potshot at a 

grey squirrel in your back garden from the

bedroom window, where there was no real 

reason or justification to do so. 

A small population of greys within an urban 

area, isolated from the rest of the country by 

concrete buildings and spaces, will have no 

impact on red squirrel conservation or 

protect forestry, but may have a positive 

aspect on other people’s lives who live there 

and actually like squirrels in their garden, 

whichever species that may be.

From my police firearms days, the 

reasoning for the potential use of lethal force 

on a person was firmly grinded into my own

mind. No credit here for my own natural 

consciousness, more to do with hours of 

realistic and demanding training and 

operational experience. 

For me it was not a gut feeling, but more a 

confidence to assimilate information to reach 

the proverbial “line in the sand” before taking 

the shot – or not. If that shot were to be

taken then it was not to kill, but more about 

saving a life, be it yours truly, my mate in blue 

standing next to me or an innocent member 

of the public. There must always be a reason 

and justification to kill and take any life.

Shooting publications are rarely 

comfortable using the word “killing” although 

opponents who use the word “murder” are 

doing themselves no favours with inaccuracy. 

Yes, it is killing, but I feel no shame how I 

communicate to others and I am quite happy 

to rationalise in my own mind what I do.

Human expansion via building 

developments, including technology

expansions, will wipe out more of our 

valuable wildlife and habitat than a couple of 

million conservation-minded shooters over

the generations. Death is very much part of 

living, so if we, as airgun hunters, carry this 

out humanely and respectfully then the

justification will always be there. 

forestry due to the actions of an invasive 

species such as the grey, then people are 

more inclined to take the action of killing 

grey squirrels when possibly they would not 

have any real inclination to do so in any

other circumstance.

Stewardship killing is an area that as 

airgunners we regularly assist, be it 

protecting crops from rabbit damage or 

keeping grey squirrel numbers down in 

commercial woodland. Here we tend to link 

it into the essential workings of the

countryside, so we consider it totally 

acceptable and necessary to kill, making it 

sometimes more matter of fact. 

In these circumstances we are more 

inclined to think of quarry as “the enemy”,

but on the flip side we do tend to have

within the whole shooting community a 

strong desire and mindset to ensure a quick 

and humane dispatch for any animal we 

shoot. I am sure we have all experienced 
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’ve already explained the process of 

restoring a vintage Webley Mk 1 air 

pistol, so in this article let’s explore 

what is involved in making a 

cardboard box for this or for any 

other vintage or classic airgun.

Why make a box? It provides a safe place 

to store the gun.  Additionally, it can display 

the gun when showing others. A period pellet

box, price list, advertising leaflet, etc can be 

kept with the gun in the box to increase 

interest and enjoyment. The original box can 

add up to £100 or so to the value of a classic 

or vintage airgun. A reproduction box should 

never be passed off as an original, but can 

still add value, as well as presenting the gun 

nicely should you choose to sell it.

I

BOXING
CLEVER
It’s easier to find a vintage air pistol 
than it is to find the box, and Phil Hooper 
explains how to make a convincing 
replica so the gun will look more at home

So, back to my Webley Mk 1. What is 

needed to make a repro box? The 

cardboard I used was 1500 micron (that’s 

1.5mm thick to you and me) Grey Board; 

25mm wide picture framers’ masking tape 

for the corners, paper to cover the box (in 

this instance a roll of black sugar paper), 

PVA adhesive and some other items 

mentioned later. Those materials listed so 

far can be bought from a good art shop or

online, all for very reasonable prices. 

I have bought in quantity so the material 

costs per box are only £2 or £3.

Before going any further, apart from 

developing some skill in cardboard origami, 

the biggest challenge is finding the artwork 

to produce the labels. In the case of the Mk 

1 that means the box lid label, the 

end-of-box label and the 

instructions to paste inside the 

lid. As long as you know the gun’s 

approximate date of 

manufacture, then searching 

online sales and auction sites will enable 

you to establish what label designs applied, 

and also the approximate box dimensions 

based on the space around the boxed gun 

being advertised. 

A REPRODUCTION BOX 

SHOULD NEVER BE PASSED OFF

AS AN ORIGINAL 

Here’s Phil’s Webley Mk 1 safely ensconced in its 

new home – it took some work to get there, but it 

was well worth the effort

RETRO BOX 
TECHNIQUE
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In this instance I was fortunate to be able 

to borrow an original box of the correct 

specification for my 1946-58 Webley Mk 1 

from a collector so I could scan two of the 

three labels. The instructions on the inside of 

the lid couldn’t be scanned without flattening 

the lid first, which I wouldn’t do (I value the 

friendship!), but the outer box lid and

end-of-box label images could be captured.

The box lid was concave so that some

pressure to hold it flat was needed. The 

scans were captured as JPG images so that 

they could be imported into any appropriate 

software packages for editing purposes. 

The main label had a large blemish in the

top right-hand corner and two other corners 

were damaged. The box end label was 

stamped “.177” whereas my MK 1 is .22, so 

this needed changing. In this instance the 

changes needed were very simple and were 

all done in Word. On other occasions an old 

version of some software called Greeting

Card Factory has been used to good effect 

and I have called on my wife’s expertise to 

help with this process!

For the instructions, I took a high-

resolution photo. Experimentation indicated 

that it was better not to fill the screen with 

the image as this resulted in slight distortion 

of the label outline with the top and bottom 

edges, in particular, appearing slightly 

curved. I resolved this problem by moving 

the camera back so that the image was 

central and filled about a third of the screen. I

also found that flash gave a truer colour 

image than daylight. 

The image was uploaded onto my laptop, 

expanded to fill the screen, and a screen 

print was taken and pasted into a Word 

document. The images being in Word 

meant that they could be sized to suit the 

dimensions when they’d been established.

You might think I’ve put the cart before the 

horse in producing the labels before making 

the box, but without the label artwork the 

whole project is much less appealing. I’ve not

always been in the fortunate position of 

acquiring the artwork as here. Sometimes it 

has been sourced as a result of much 

searching on the web, for example the labels 

on my pre-WW2 Webley Junior box. 

Sometimes I’ve created it from scratch, as 

for my Webley Service Mk II rifle and the 

early Original Model 5 pistol.

The next step was to design the box itself.

This was easy as I’d made one previously for 

a 1964 Webley Senior which used essentially 

the identical design, just different labels. As I 

now had the original Mk 1 box to refer to, I 

checked the dimensions of my design and 

found them very close in all three planes, so 

made no adjustments. Most important is to

get the top and bottom of the box to fit

snugly, without being either too loose or 

over-tight. The box lid, compared with the

bottom, was made 3/16” larger in X and Y 

planes to achieve this. This figure was found 

by calculation and verified by trial and error,

and allows for the thickness of the card and 

the covering paper.

Measurements need to be very accurate, 

as does the subsequent folding process, to 

achieve the fit described. Please note, 

uncovered boxes are constructed differently 

and should again exactly mirror the original 

design.  With these, the corners are not cut

out, but folded to overlap and then are

usually stapled. The clearance calculations 

are entirely different too. 

Back to the Mk 1 box. The grey board was 

marked out in accordance with the design 

sketch and both the top and bottom were cut 

out using a Stanley knife and a  steel rule. 

The half-moon finger cut-outs in the lid were

removed before the folding was done. You 

could sharpen the end of a suitable steel 

pipe, align this with a wooden block under 

the board, and then strike with a mallet to

fulfil this stage, but I used a pair of scissors.

Next, the edges of each of the grey board 

pieces needed to be folded to form the lid 

and the bottom of the box. I used my ancient 

Black & Decker Workmate (anyone old 

enough to remember those?) and an 

aluminium spirit level. The card was clamped 

in the Workmate jaws and then the long edge 

of the spirit level pressed firmly against the 

card and Workmate jaw edge and a folding 

action applied. With a good eye and a little 

practice this folding can be done by hand 

very accurately. An error of 0.5mm or more 

will really mess things up, but if the bend on 

the pencil line is slightly out, but parallel to

the line, then as long as the error on all the

other folds is out by the same amount, all 

may still be well.

RETRO BOX 
TECHNIQUE

As with any project, having a solid plan and using accurate dimensions, which are being transposed onto 

grey board here, are the keys to success

The lid of the box and the box itself have now 

both been cut out – always use a sharp blade 

when carrying out precision work like this

The box lid features some finger grooves to help 

remove it – a circular cutter could be used to 

make these cut-outs, but Phil just used scissors
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The corners now needed to be taped to

create something recognisable as a box. The 

tape was cut to the full depth for the outsides

of the corners and about ¼” for the insides. 

A try square can be used to ensure the box

edges are held at 90 degrees to the base 

when the tape is applied, but because the 

cutting-out had been done accurately, this 

wasn’t really necessary. 

Now it was the moment of truth – bringing 

the two halves of the box together to confirm 

that they fit with just a little clearance in each 

plane to allow for the covering.  There is a bit 

of scope at this stage so that, if there is more 

clearance in one direction than the other, you 

can then design the covering so that the 

wrap around at the corners is done in the 

plane where the clearance is greater.

When cutting out the covering it was 

important to have enough paper folded over 

the edges to obscure the tape on the inside

corners, and also on the lid to come just 

below the finger cut-outs as per the original 

box design. 

As mentioned earlier I used black paper for 

the covering. The original box covering was 

grey with a very light texture which isn’t 

easy to find, so black was a compromise I 

was happy with. When applied correctly, the 

paper covering doubles the strength of the 

taped box corners.

The covering was glued on with PVA glue, 

spread using a 1” flat brush. Just 

enough should be used, as too

much will soak the paper, making 

it more difficult to handle and 

harder to apply without any 

wrinkles. The finger cut-outs were 

trimmed to remove the covering with a 

scalpel. Once this was done, the box halves 

just needed an hour to dry before

re-checking the fit top to bottom and moving 

to the next stage, labelling.

The labels, previously printed out and 

guillotined, were each offered up to the box 

and confirmed as being of exactly the right 

size. PVA glue can make the ink on the labels 

run, so I used Pritt Stick to attach them to

the box. 

This was applied generously to the box

surface, leaving a ¼” border all round, and 

then to the label itself, in each case, having 

just the outer border well coated before

carefully aligning and placing onto the box. It 

was then gently smoothed down with a soft 

cloth to ensure that there were no air bubbles 

trapped beneath.

Now, the partition inside the box was made 

by cutting a strip of the 1.5mm grey board. 

The dimensions were identified from the 

reference box, as the ones that I’d used 

previously weren’t quite right. This item  

was held in place and secured using a staple 

gun orientated and positioned as per the 

original box.

There was just one final job remaining.  

The printer ink on the labels needs sealing  

to resist moisture and this was done  

by gently applying a hard wax furniture  

polish containing silicone in a circular  

motion and then buffing with a soft cloth. 

This process was extended to all surfaces of 

the box and altered the black covering and

label appearance from a matt to a satin

surface finish. 

The end result was very pleasing with a 

box that is actually better physically than the 

original! Modern cardboard is pH-neutral so 

it’s less likely to cause tarnishing or rust, 

although placing corrosion-inhibiting paper 

between the pistol and the card is still a good 

idea. Also, the box is paper-covered under 

the label and under the base, which was not 

the case on the original box, plus the corners 

are stronger.

I’m happy with this box, and so is my 

restored Webley Mk 1 which is now safely 

cosseted within. 

Phil used an old Black & Decker Workmate to hold 

the box while he made the necessary folds – more 

modern versions are now available

The paper covering has to be carefully measured 

out – note the overlap flaps for the corners which 

add considerable strength to the finished box

Online art supply stores provide the materials 

you’ll need, including the framing tape that Phil 

used to secure the corners of the box

The paper covering has been carefully glued to 

the box with PVA adhesive – it’s important to use 

just the right amount to avoid any damage

The labels have now been applied, including the 

one on the end of the box top with the correct 

Birmingham 4 address

Here’s a replica box that Phil made for a pre-war 

EM-GE Zenit, an interesting gun that has an 

unusual over-lever cocking mechanism

MODERN CARDBOARD IS PH-

NEUTRAL SO IT’S LESS LIKELY TO 

CAUSE TARNISHING OR RUST
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TARGET
SHOOTER
INSIGHT AND EXPERTISE TO HELP YOU RAISE YOUR GAME

PRESENTS

TAKING  
THE FORT

Andy McLachlan 
visits Fort Airgun Club 
to shoot an HFT 
practice course, having 
made a few changes to 
his setup in pursuit of 
a higher score 

ue to the problems all our 

lives have faced during the 

past 18 months or so, it 

had been a long time since 

I had accompanied my son 

James to take part in an

HFT shoot at Fort Airgun Club in North 

Wales. We are not currently members of 

the club, but may well be joining soon. 

Anybody doubting the stunning beauty

provided by much of the countryside within 

this particular area of Wales need only drive

to this club to witness what can only be 

described as truly spectacular scenery that 

surrounds the venue, which is situated in a 

stunning natural wood.

ANDY McLACHLAN

YOUR  

EXPERT

HFT PRACTICE

On a day blessed with nice weather, the 

incredibly old stone walls and general layout 

of the terrain confirm that man has been 

living off the land in these parts for many 

thousands of years. In fact, the earliest 

known human bone found within the area 

came from a place not that far away and 

dated to 230,000 years. For me, I can

almost feel the history of the place, strange 

as it may sound.

Back to present-day reality! Having shot 

at the Fort club’s outdoor HFT range many 

times over the years as part of both 

summer and winter Northwest Gauntlet 

HFT series, it never ceases to surprise me 

how lucky some of us are to spend time in 

beautiful places doing the things we like to

do. In our case, shooting at inanimate steel 

targets that are placed at varying distances 

within a natural wood, complete with the 

unseen but ever-present wind fairies. 

All this allows us, for a couple of hours at 

least, to forget the many issues that most of

us must concern ourselves with. The ability

to just switch off with some friends and 

participate in some friendly banter is now

fully recognised as providing us with the 

positive energy we need to safely manage 

and control our levels of stress.

The day James and I turned up coincided

with a practice HFT session for the

upcoming first round of the Gauntlet 

summer series. James, once again being 

fully revved up to compete at HFT rather 

than FT, used one of his Steyr rifles that sits 

in a beautiful Ginb stock. He reckons this 

suits his setup perfectly due to James’s 

“weight is good” target rifle philosophy.

I had come armed with my favourite (and 

only) PCP target rifle, the Walther LG400 

which I have spoken about to you all

previously. I have recently altered the way 

the gun is set up so it can be pressed into

HFT rather than benchrest service. This 

involved changing the fixed 45x 

magnification Leupold FT-type scope for the 

D

Simon Gibson uses his Air 

Arms FTP 900 to good effect 

during the practice session at 

the Fort club near Wrexham
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relatively tiny, but big on features, 2-8x36 

TMR reticle scope that was specced by 

James from Leupold directly a few years 

ago. This superbly clear, 25-yard set parallax 

is an ideal HFT optic and sits 2.25” above

the centreline of the barrel and provides an 

ideal set of aim point markers for a .177 JSB 

pellet travelling through its trajectory curve

at about 786 feet per second, via the hash 

marks of the superb illuminated TMR reticle.

Having previously tried out one of my

favourite scopes, a Vortex Diamondback 

6-24x50 upon the Walther a few weeks 

previously, I had realised that the lack of 

close-range ability to see the target and the

greatly reduced field of view would and did

result in some lost points.

The small Leupold certainly got rid of this 

problem, and I was reminded by just how 

impressed we all were when we took 

delivery of the James-specified optic. It 

really does make an amazing difference, 

although of course any similar (and 

cheaper) specced optic will do the job, just 

not as clearly!

The first time I had taken out the Walther 

in its new HFT format it had been equipped 

with a forend hamster that weighed a ton 

and certainly provided additional ballast for 

a steady hold when at the peg. Too heavy

for me though, so I changed it for an old 

G-Tech adjustable aluminium one that I had 

made for my old Anschutz. Along with the 

reduced weight of the lighter scope, this 

made the combination far more 

comfortable and allowed me to shoot to my 

best on the day.

As it was a practice day and not an official 

competition, James and I went around the 

course with our friends and members of the 

club, Simon Gibson and Dave Benyon, 

having been given permission to do so by

club supremo Bill Jones. 

As the course had not been shot for a 

considerable amount of time, nature had 

done her best to reclaim the areas of 

ground that are usually clear for setting up 

targets. This then involved trimming back 

the foliage as and when we approached 

each individual peg in order for

shooters to get a clear line of 

sight to the target.

It soon became apparent that 

the modifications I had made to

the Walther’s setup had had a 

positive impact upon my own 

performance. For example, rather than 

just aim at a blurred blob as I would have 

done with the larger Vortex optic, I could 

actually see the close-range targets 

clearly, which allowed me to drop them. 

The only errors I made were purely down 

to my own inability to accurately assess 

range as I could do in the past. The very

slight breeze had to be accounted for, but 

still allowed me to aim at the right place on 

the target for most of the 30 shots. As the 

breeze was only slight, this meant aiming 

within the kill zone and not fully off the face 

plate as is sometimes necessary when the

wind truly blows.

As the shooting progressed, I was 

surprised to be only a couple of shots 

behind James at the conclusion of the 

shoot. He managed a total of 57 with my 55

being seven more points than I managed

with the gun in its previous format. This 

goes to show just how important it is to 

ensure that you use the correct equipment 

if you intend to shoot HFT seriously. The 

sport can certainly be enjoyed without 

any super-expensive target gear, but if 

you have tried the sport and are

serious about it, it really does pay to 

invest in equipment that fits you, suits 

your eye and allows you to shoot 

comfortably at the peg.

James and I are now looking forward to 

the upcoming Fort Gauntlet shoot. 

Hopefully, I will be able to retain the 

concentration required to shoot what will be 

a challenging course to a reasonable 

standard once again. We live in hope! 

THE SPORT CAN CERTAINLY BE 

ENJOYED WITHOUT ANY SUPER-

EXPENSIVE TARGET GEAR 

Andy dropped this supported 

stander to clock up a great score 

which he attributes to the tweaks he 

made, including fitting a more 

optimal scope

Since the shoot at Fort, Andy has 

gone on to make further tweaks to 

his rifle, including the addition of an 

old Anschutz trigger blade

Andy had been using his Walther for 

benchrest, but after his last HFT 

shoot realised it needed some 

tweaks to be used as a field rifle
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CLEAR HEAD, 
CLEAN SHOTS

s I have mentioned to you 

all previously, I am no

champion shot. I am able

to record the odd decent 

score occasionally, but to 

be classed as somebody 

who features at the top of a leaderboard 

requires more skill than I possess. 

That does not mean that I do not have 

any of the skills required, but, like 

everybody else, it means that without 

serious amounts of practice, total 

commitment and the equipment and 

facilities that are required to get to the 

top, for most of us it’s just a pipe dream.

But although I might not be a genuine 

champion shot myself, I certainly know one 

or two very well. 

Whether you booze it up or get to bed early 
before a competition, Andy McLachlan insists
you clear your head if you hope to shoot well

A
What they all have is the ability to focus 

upon one thing and one thing only, that of 

delivering the perfect shot every time. Not

nine times out of 10, as many would be 

happy with, but every time a shot is taken.

The ability to be able to deliver when the 

pressure is on is something that certain 

personalities take on board and appear 

able to shrug off. Some of them even seem 

to perform better when under pressure. 

This will not come as a surprise to 

anybody who follows sport of any kind.  

I recently watched for the first time in 

years some of the snooker on TV. I  

must say that the ability to remain cool 

and focused when under extreme pressure 

is something that all the players displayed

in spades.

I have had conversations with genuine 

champion shots over the years and have

asked them how they go about preparing 

themselves for competition mentally. Rather 

than describe methods of imagining a 

course of fire prior to the event, most just 

insist on making sure that they have had a 

good night’s sleep. 

I have often considered this strange, 

having been present myself when these 

potential champions insist on going out on 

the town the evening before a national or 

international event and getting “happy” 

prior to returning late to their beds.

High-end target shooting tends to involve 

much in the way of travel and overnight 

stays far away from home. When a lot of 

friends and acquaintances get together, it is 

understandable that they will have a good 

time and possibly exceed sensible 

parameters. Then again, why not? Shooting 

is a hobby and not a full-time profession.

For those that can resist the attraction of

alcohol, curries and late hours, the shoot will 

not involve a stinking headache and the

inability to face the hotel’s cooked breakfast.

The shooters who are most likely to come 

to the fore when faced with competitors 

feeling worse for wear will have ensured that 

they had an early night and as much sleep 

as possible prior to the day’s competition. 

KEEPING FOCUS

TARGET
SHOOTER

Top shots like Dave Benyon 

know they need to approach 

each competition in the right 

state of mind in order to rack 

up a high score
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TARGET
SHOOTER

The ability to look around without needing 

to shield their eyes from daylight is

obviously a very great advantage when the 

competition starts and deep concentration 

is required at the peg.

In the case of a national or international 

HFT event for example, you will be issued

with a peg number at which to start. This is 

the time when any excessive frivolities will 

have to be forgotten about as the chances 

are that the shooters who have also been 

allocated to shoot with you will not 

necessarily have been involved in any 

late-night enjoyment. 

In other words, it’s time to get the serious 

head on, regardless of any brand new 

aversion to bright light or headache that you 

might have retained. 

For those sensible shooters who arrive 

refreshed and invigorated following a full

night’s sleep and a clear head, the prospect 

of shooting a full competition course and 

the mental challenges that will need to be 

worked out will be far less worrying. One of 

the top shooters I know will not even take a 

drink of coffee prior to a shoot as he knows 

it will affect his heartbeat and not allow

perfect shot positioning.

The ability of the competitor to travel 

around the course and make the swift

mental calculations regarding individual 

shot placement is of course the skill that is 

hardest to learn and easiest to fail. Having a 

clear mind and focusing upon issues such 

as range, wind deflection and elevation 

requires full concentration, as does 

checking out the target to see where 

previous competitors’ shots have fallen 

upon the faceplate.

The calm and relaxed shooter will be able 

to make these judgements steadily prior to

working out the appropriate firing solution 

for each individual target. It goes without 

saying that for most of us, it takes a short 

while to assess just where we need to 

point the crosshairs. Some of the more

experienced shots appear to have the 

ability to just get down and shoot straight 

away. They will, however, have spent the 

previous few minutes looking very carefully 

at the target and will have already come up 

with a solution.

Remember that the ability to shoot 

accurately to an extremely high standard 

is taken for granted by those wishing to 

achieve the highest honours available 

within our sport. All the great shots I know

would be more than capable of achieving 

good results indoors and at known ranges 

without the wind making its presence felt. 

The true ability of the outdoor competition 

shot is the sometimes uncanny awareness 

of how much the breeze, which in some 

cases may be blowing in two different 

directions, affects the flight of the pellet as it

makes its way to the target.

The sensible shooter will take a close look 

at the target faceplate to see how previous 

competitors have got on. If, for example, a 

group appears to have formed to the left of 

the kill zone, the shooter will automatically 

allow for additional wind 

deflection, sometimes finding

themselves shooting totally off 

the target and aiming into the 

surrounding flora.

Of course, another of the

many abilities that the champion shot will 

have in their kit box is the ability to read

distance to the nearest yard or so. I 

understand younger people were taught 

metric when it comes to measurement, but 

for myself and most of the shooters I know,

we mentally picture shooting distances in 

yards. At one time I got quite good at this, 

but following the purchase of a laser

rangefinder years ago I realised that, like

everything else, this particular skill requires 

practice on a regular basis.

I find myself pacing estimated 

distances when walking a dog, but 

realise that the ability to range a target, 

an awareness of the pellet’s looping 

trajectory and where that features upon 

an individual scope’s reticle remain as 

the number one priority for those

wishing to seriously compete at a high level.

The ability to shoot accurately when faced 

with the many variables of unknown range,

a tricky breeze and up into a feature is 

something that has developed the best of 

airgunning marksmen for a long time now.

The absolute best of those shooters 

always take the time to maintain their level 

of practice, maintain a clear head and 

possess a level of confidence that comes 

with having a positive mental approach to

their shooting activities. 

THE BEST SHOOTERS ALWAYS 

TAKE THE TIME TO MAINTAIN 

THEIR LEVEL OF PRACTICE 

Successful shooting involves a 

bit of maths and physics as 

well as natural talent, practice 

and dedication

While some shooters can perform admirably after 

a night on the town, most prefer to approach the 

HFT course with a clear head

A good shot usually results from the shooter’s 

ability to focus while blanking out any 

unwelcome distractions
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TARGET
SHOOTER

ith the restrictions 

imposed by the Covid 

19 pandemic finally 

being eased, I decided

that some much-

needed HFT practice 

was due before the competitions started 

to get back up and running again. Where 

to go? Well, a stone’s throw away from

Lincoln city centre, hidden beside a 

country lane, lies Lincs Hunter FT Club 

– the place of choice for my latest 

shooting venture.

Originally founded in the early 2000s, the 

club continues to provide hours of 

enjoyment for those who attend each week. 

It’s been a mainstay for local shooters for 

years, with some of the original members

continuing to show their loyalty. Some 

members even travel from Leicester every

W

THE SMALL CLUB 
WITH A BIG PUNCH
Thomas Bristow pays a visit to Lincs Hunter FT Club 
where the course-setters have been working very 
hard to test his skills to the limit 

LINCS HUNTER FT

other Sunday to take part in the sport they 

love and share the infectious banter with 

the other shooters who attend. 

Although small, Lincoln boasts a variety

of ranges, allowing visitors to make the 

most of their journey. A covered 40-yard 

range caters for those who intend to plink 

and chip the paint off the plethora of 

targets available to shoot, whether that 

may be knockdown targets, novelty 

targets or spinners, whilst “ceasefires” 

enable the paper-punchers to place their 

targets out as far as that range allows.

For those who dip their toes into the 

water of HFT, a UKAHFT-spec course 

comprising 30 well-placed targets in 

various scenarios tests the skills of those

who attend. Lincoln have been involved in 

many larger HFT leagues, as well as 

holding competitions with great success. 

The staff have garnered a reputation for 

tough courses, making use of natural 

greenery and the landscape to mislead even 

the most experienced shooters.

After signing in I was ready to conquer 

whatever course had been set out. A brief 

zero session confirmed my aim points, 

which I had figured out the day before. 

Despite the weather forecast predicting high 

winds and showers, we were unexpectedly 

greeted with quite the opposite. 

A light breeze and cloudless skies boosted 

our expectations, something I would learn to 

regret. Feeling confident, I got down to take 

the first shot of the day. The target abruptly 

falling over was a welcome sight, perfect 

pellet placement dropping the 15mm target 

which I had estimated was at 27 yards.

The club, which is based in 

Waddington on the outskirts of 

Lincoln, is known for its sometimes 

challenging wind conditions

The summer and winter league Open comps are 

shot over courses of 30 lanes with targets at 

varying distances set to UKAHFT rules
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TARGET
SHOOTER

But as I continued round the course it 

became clear that none of the targets would 

be as easy as my first. A large number of 

the targets were placed at alternating 

distances, testing our rangefinding skills,

which unfortunately caused me to drop a

few points. 

This is one of the many techniques the 

course-setters use to try to catch you out. In 

addition to this, the infamous wind that the 

club is renowned for was steadily picking up. 

Positioned at probably the highest point in 

Lincoln, it’s not unusual for shooters to be 

overcome by the challenging winds. I for one 

struggle to estimate how big of an impact 

wind has on your pellet – something I aimed 

to develop whilst shooting the course.

On the next section of the course I was 

presented with three targets a fair distance 

away, one of which was an unsupported 

stander. Even before touching the trigger I 

thought out the shot, and with distance and 

wind accounted for I slowly pinched off the 

shot. Slap!

A pellet mark on the face late, due to an 

unsteady heart rate and rushed technique, 

meant I only scored one point on this one. I

estimated the next few targets to be 

between 38 and 45 yards away, although 

the wind seemed to be a little less as I had 

now moved position and these targets 

were in a fairly sheltered area. Luckily my 

assumptions were correct and after 

watching both targets drop I’d managed to 

regain my confidence. 

Those of you who shoot HFT will know 

that the course-setters do everything 

within their power to ensure you don’t 

manage to clear the course. Placing 

targets in tricky positions, partially 

covering the killzone, using range traps 

and making you lay in awkward positions 

are amongst the many techniques that 

course-setters use to ensure you don’t 

achieve the perfect 60/60 we all aim for 

– not including the challenge of battling 

the unpredictable British weather.

I was already four points down at this 

point, but still wanted to try to beat my 

personal best. The next target was a close 

one, but positioned high up in a tree. 

Fortunately, I knocked this one down, 

adding an additional two points to my score 

card. As we approached the final stretch of 

the course a positional shot was in sight,

this time a supported kneeler that looked to 

be a fair distance away.

With a comfortable kneeling position and 

firm grip of the nearby tree I took the shot.

With a gentle squeeze of the trigger the 

target fell – leaving me on a respectable 

50/60 at the end of the course. 

Afterwards, I spoke to some of the

members and reflected on the day.

Considering the challenging 

winds and course that had 

been set out I was fairly 

happy with my result, but 

like always it’s important to 

look back and see how you 

can improve next time. 

On this occasion, a mixture of cant, wind 

and mis-ranging the target got me in the

end, although it seemed some of the other 

members shooting the course were doing 

exceptionally well.

As I have mentioned in one of my previous 

articles, the HFT scene is full of amazing, 

friendly people. I have been a member of 

Lincs Hunter FT Club for a little over a year 

now and they have all made me feel very 

welcome and part of the HFT family. There 

is always a great welcome at Lincs and the 

club goes all out to try to give shooters an 

interesting and testing HFT course.

I’d like to thank the small team of staff 

who help to run these amazing places. 

Without them this wonderful sport wouldn’t 

exist. This is why I believe it’s courteous to 

show your gratitude at the end of each

shoot by doing simple things like offering to 

help set out or clear away a course. 

This is a huge help to the club, and it also 

allows you to get a small insight into some  

of the many techniques course-setters  

use to create an enjoyable and challenging 

shoot – which can be a useful tool to use at 

future shoots. 

THERE IS A GREAT WELCOME AT

LINCS AND THE CLUB GOES ALL OUT 

TO MAKE INTERESTING COURSES 

Lincs Hunter FT Club has an 

outdoor covered 40-yard 

range, a prone range to 55 

yards and the regularly 

updated 30-lane HFT course

The club caters for dedicated 

sub-12 ft-lb airgun enthusiasts 

that enjoy shooting targets 

over several formats, primarily 

Hunter Field Target
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A chronograph is a 

vital tool for all 

airgun shooters, not 

just tuners, as you 

need to ensure your 

airgun is running

within the legal limit

A spring and a 

tub of grease 

– now that’s 

tuning the 

old-fashioned 

way – and notice 

the properly

finished ends on

the mainspring

NAME THAT TUNE
Tuning may have taken off in the 1970s, but is still
relevant today and now includes CO2 and PCPs as 
well as springers, as Jonathan Young explains

AIRGUN 
TUNING

ome people like to 

tinker, fixing things 

when they break. But 

sometimes things don’t 

even have to be broken, 

and that’s the case with 

tuning, a process that really came 

into its own with spring-powered 

rifles back in the 1970s, mainly

because those are the type of rifles 

most of us had at the time.

The aim is to improve performance 

– not to make something unreliable or 

dangerous. At its very best, tuning 

may often decrease power, as an air 

rifle running high, but still within legal 

limits, may kick like a mule, making it 

difficult to control.

This will be inaccurate, and tuning 

will smooth the gun’s performance, 

improving accuracy and the user’s 

confidence. We’ve all been there 

– shooting an airgun should have a 

grin factor rather than a big grimace. 

Being relaxed as you pull the trigger is 

vital for accuracy, whether it’s target 

shooting or serious vermin control.

Today, tuning kits are widely 

available, and thankfully here in  

the UK there is a knowledge base  

in tuning springers which goes  

back many years. Stripping out a 

modern springer is no different to an 

older Tracker or Airsporter.

Polishing the internals and the 

piston, adding buttons to it so it 

rattles less as it shuttles down the 

cylinder tube can all make an airgun 

smoother and better to use. It’s

definitely not about jamming a bigger 

and more powerful spring inside, 

that’s for sure.

Whilst tuning springers has been 

considered essential for decades, 

other airguns can benefit too. Most

PCPs are spot on straight out of the 

box nowadays, but back in the early 

days air regulators were unheard of

and the usable shot count was lower.

Tuning the hammer release system

could smooth things out though. 

Serious owners tested and noted 

the power curve for their guns, 

revealing the so-called sweet spot, a 

combination of the available air 

pressure and the number of shots

available before both the pressure 

and the point of impact dropped. 

Owners would then simply refill their 

guns back to that optimum  

pressure. With regulated valves 

most of this is now unnecessary. 

Today’s PCPs are usually fitted with

anti-tamper valves by design, and 

with some rifles running near the legal

limit this is a very sensible step.

Low-power CO2 airguns, especially 

air pistols, can sometimes benefit 

from tuning. On release, those heavy

molecules bump around against each 

other and the interior of the airgun, 

losing energy.

Tuning and free-flowing simply 

helps the gas move through the valve

to the barrel with less friction. 

Stripping out a valve, polishing its 

internal walls and the valve stem 

removes minor manufacturing 

marks, burrs and flaws that catch 

and drag the gas. It might 

sound a bit like Elvis is alive 

and living on Mars, but it

really does work. 

It’s logical that anything 

will travel faster in a straight 

line, so some tunes involve 

removing valve metal and smoothing 

the internal edges – it’s a big thing in 

Crosman tuning circles.

S
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Here’s a Crosman valve – American tuners eat them for 

breakfast as these guns are very popular subjects within the 

US tuning community

The Makarov valve stem shows the three 

minuscule holes – just how did those 

engineers manage to achieve something 

as small as that?

FEATURE TUNING IN

designed to cope with seasonal 

temperature fluctuations whilst 

giving us accurate guns that are still

within the law in the heat of high 

summer. With guns like these, tuning 

must take a back seat as there will

be no improvement.

As I’ve already mentioned, tuning 

for consistency between each shot 

is much more important than 

maximum output. In the past, far too 

much emphasis has been placed on 

attaining power of the highest 

possible limit in respect of the 

current UK legal limits, which are six 

foot pounds for air pistols and 12 

foot pounds for air rifles. 

These figures are in reality the 

maximum allowed, not figures to aim 

for. In tuning, no attempt should ever

be made to try to reach that 

maximum. Tuning for consistency and 

smoothness, however, does mean an 

increase in accuracy.

The best advice anyone can receive 

is never attempt to tune or modify 

any airgun unless a chronograph is to 

hand. If none are available through a 

local club, friend or gun shop, any

tuning work contemplated should be 

put on hold or even stopped dead. 

Tuning and modifying any airgun 

without checking it over a chrono is 

total muppetry, and could lead any

owner to legal disaster.

But done properly, tuning brings so 

much personal satisfaction that it 

keeps many in their sheds and

garages tinkering away for hours with 

their airguns. And that’s got to be a

good thing! 

These Umarex 

and Baikal 

Makarov valve

stems are tiny 

and show the 

type of parts 

that CO2 airgun 

tuners have to 

work with

Allowing more gas to escape 

quicker through the valve stem ports 

when the valve is knocked open 

continues the work. Ports are literally 

opened out and aftermarket valve 

stems are now available, for example 

some microscopic ultra-tuned stems 

for some air pistol designs.

Many of these minor tunes certainly 

add up when they are put together.

Remember that as with springers, “go 

faster” is not the same as “go better”.

Gaining just a few more feet per 

second from a CO2 gun, for example, 

can at the very minimum mean using 

much more gas. Good tuning, 

however, allows better consistency 

between shots.

It wasn’t so long ago that most 

high-end target pistols used at

international level were all CO2-fed.

Some tunes take a different path, 

aiming to utilise every last molecule of 

gas to achieve a higher shot count 

with minimal shot deviation and 

possibly with only a slight reduction in 

velocity from standard. Impossible? 

No, it’s simply  good tuning.

CO2 is temperature-sensitive, and

when tuning all CO2 airguns they

should be tested extensively to ensure 

they don’t exceed the legal limit in the 

summer heat, with the inevitable 

acceptance that performance will 

then drop a little in colder weather. If 

you’re really desperate to go shooting 

on the darkest, coldest winter days 

then have a springer as a fallback.

Some air rifles like the Hammerli 

850 Air Magnum are about as good

as they can be out of the box, being 

HERE IN THE UK THERE IS A 

KNOWLEDGE BASE WHICH GOES  

BACK MANY YEARS 
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AIRGUN
ANSWERS
OUR EXPERTS HAVE YOUR QUESTIONS IN THEIR SIGHTS!

IT IS THE case that a shot will  

strike high when the muzzle is  

angled upwards from the horizontal, 

as might be observed when shooting

at a target high in a tree. Less 

frequently stated, it is also true  

for shots where the muzzle is  

angled downwards. 

Any elevation or declination from the 

horizontal will affect point of impact. 

It might be helpful in 

understanding this aberration to 

imagine a rifle or pistol barrel 

positioned perfectly horizontally, and 

a sight line set up completely parallel 

to the barrel. A pellet leaving the

muzzle at this attitude will be 

affected by only one force (excluding

wind and air resistance), and that is 

gravity. This will cause the pellet to

fall away from the sight line in a 

predictable manner, commonly 

referred to as its trajectory.

Now picture an extreme example 

of a barrel pointed vertically, 90 

degrees from level ground, and again 

assuming a parallel line of sight. With 

this arrangement the pellet will rise 

vertically, come to a stop and fall 

vertically, whilst at all times 

remaining parallel to the sight line. 

The normal downward curved 

trajectory of a horizontal shot will not 

occur, and the same is true for shots 

taken with the barrel pointing 

downwards at 90 degrees to the 

horizontal. For shots made at angles 

up or down the difference between 

the sight line and the pellet’s

flightpath will vary due to gravity, 

according to the elevation or 

declination of the barrel from the 

horizontal position.

Many years ago Remington Arms 

produced a chart showing the 

relationship between barrel angle, 

point of impact and the degree of 

adjustment required to sighting. 

Remington reckoned that for a shot 

fired at 45 degrees of elevation, the 

range should be divided by 1.41. Thus 

a rifle sighted for 30 yards will in fact 

have a point of impact equivalent to 

21 yards at that given barrel angle. 

All of this takes quite a bit of 

figuring out when in the field. As  

with many aspects of shooting, 

practice and careful observation is 

the best medicine.

MEET YOUR TEAM OF 

AIRGUN ADVISORS

WHETHER YOU’RE looking for a 

quick fix to a nagging problem or 

simply want advice on your next 

piece of gear, email us at 

airgunshooter@futurenet.comor 

write to us at the address below: one 

of our experts will soon get you on 

the right track!

Airgun Shooter,  
Future Publishing,  
Quay House, 
The Ambury,  
Bath,  
BA1 1UA

A friend once told me that 
when shooting upwards at a 
steep angle, the shot will go 
high. Is this true?

JONATHAN is an avid 
shooter, collector and airgun 
historian, and loves working 
on and shooting some of the 
rarer types, including CO

2

JONATHAN YOUNG

LEE’S an avid airgun 
shooter who loves testing 
and evaluating new gear to 
make sure the tools he uses 
are always right for the job

LEE PERRYMAN

PHIL is  a confirmed airgun 
hunter, and always has 
plenty of sound advice when 
it comes to  fieldcraft and 
locating your quarry

PHIL SIDDELL

INCLINED SHOTS

Both uphill and downhill shots will 

strike higher than the normal point 

of aim – but with practice you’ll be 

able to estimate by how much

RAY GARNER

YOUR EXPERT

RAY’s been there, seen it 
and done it, but while he 
enjoys shooting older 
airguns, he’s got a taste for
more modern hardware too

RAY GARNER
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Whether a gun’s brand new or 

second-hand, it needs to be legal and to 

function properly so it can fulfil its role 

I TRY TO support my local gun shop and 

buy new, but sometimes there’s no other 

option than buying second-hand, especially if 

you’re after a gun that’s no longer in 

production or you need to save money. We 

all love finding a bargain, and there are some 

great deals around, although if something 

seems too good to be true, it probably is.

The number of airgun shooters is huge, 

and that means some private sellers will be 

fairly well known within the community, so 

ask around and find out some details about 

a seller you intend to purchase from. Some 

airgun forums offer a page dedicated to

trustworthy sellers.

When it comes to researching your 

prospective purchase, always carry out 

some precautionary checks, the initial one 

being the condition that the gun is in.  

This will give you some important clues 

about whether an airgun has been well cared 

for or neglected.

Check the airgun over, looking for 

signs of alterations or bodged work, 

usually indicated by a chewed screw 

head. Also ensure any anti-tamper 

screws and stickers are in place, and

that they don’t look like they have

been touched. It’s better to be safe 

than sorry, especially if you are not

familiar with the seller.

The best way to buy a second-

hand airgun is to meet up at a range, 

which means you can test the gun

over a chronograph to check 

consistency and muzzle energy. You

could end up walking away with a 

rifle that’s over the legal limit, and 

you’d be the one liable for it.

Check all moving mechanical parts 

of the airgun, such as the cocking 

lever and safety catch, to ensure they

work. If this isn’t the case, run for the 

hills, but as long as you know how to

fix the problem yourself, it might give 

you some leverage to lower the price.

If the seller has looked after the rifle 

properly they should have looked 

after the paperwork, including any 

servicing they may have had done, so

make sure it’s all present and 

corresponds to the specific rifle being 

sold. It’s a major plus if the airgun has 

been serviced by an authorised agent.

If the rifle’s a multi-shot – and this is

what many people forget to do

– check the magazine functions as 

well. Magazines seem to be low on the

checking agenda, but don’t forget that

the average price of an air rifle mag is 

£50, and if it’s not working this could 

be another hit to your wallet.

Don’t feel rushed or pressured in 

any way. Aim to meet at a secure 

location, one where you can try before

you buy. It’s always better to complete 

a sale face-to-face. It may be worth 

taking someone with you. There’s 

nothing wrong with asking for help. 

And if you’re not happy with anything. 

you don’t have to buy the gun.

I’m looking to buy a second-hand 
air rifle to try to save some 
money, but how do I know if I’m 
buying a good one?

SECOND-HAND

THE SIMPLE ANSWER is both! I would add 

the caveat that trainers are best in spring 

and summer conditions, while heavy boots 

are more sensible the rest of the year. The 

disadvantage of trainers is that in summer 

they don’t offer much protection against 

biting insects and can feel a bit unstable over 

rocky ground. I find my high-topped hiking

boots to be fantastic for keeping the cold 

and wet on the outside where it belongs and 

supportive in the worst terrain. However,

while they are perfect for deerstalking where 

shots are taken at ranges of perhaps 

100 metres or more, at airgun 

ranges they sometimes don’t feel 

stealthy enough.

Recently, I have purchased what I 

believe might be the solution. I’m

trialling a pair of ‘bare foot’ style 

hiking boots in the hope that they 

will be flexible enough for 

close-range hunting, yet waterproof 

and supportive enough for the British 

countryside. So far, I have been 

pleased with the results. 

My suggestion would be to try

hunting in a couple of different styles 

of footwear and see which offers the

best balance of protection, support 

and stealth for you.

Looking at pictures of hunters in 
the magazine I notice some 
wearing quite heavy-duty hiking 
boots and others wearing 
lightweight trainers. Which is best 
for stalking up on small game in a 
stealthy manner?

FIELD FOOTWEAR

LEE PERRYMAN

YOUR EXPERT

AIRGUN
ANSWERS

PHIL SIDDELL

YOUR EXPERT

It’s worth trying out a couple of 

styles of footwear to find out what 

works better for you as everything 

has a mix of pros and cons
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ONE GOOD way to avoid damage in transit 

is to load up enough magazines before you 

start shooting. This means buying extra 

mags and obviously having a multi-shot

rifle in the first place, which is not so good 

if, like me, you love classic springers.

But if you do have a multi-shot PCP this 

will definitely be the best way to avoid pellet 

damage. You only shoot so many pellets 

when out in the field compared with 

sit-down casual plinking. Incidentally, 

always remember safety and the law.  

We are not allowed to carry a loaded airgun 

when travelling in public, and that 

means making sure that any 

pre-loaded magazines are separate 

from the gun.

Over the years there have been

many attempts at the ultimate 

damage-free pellet carrier. No such 

thing really exists, although some 

methods and designs have come 

close. People have gone to great 

lengths to find the ultimate carrier.

Anything, however, that stops 

pellets banging around in whatever

container they are in is beneficial. 

Pellet skirts are always the first to 

get dinged, so all your prep work 

goes out the window.

Hand-picked pellets destined for 

target shooters are available for 

extra money and they come in 

plastic trays with foam liners.  

This is a great idea, but only  for 

standing at the bench in the local 

club – and if you have plenty of spare 

cash – as they are not very practical 

in the field.

As for chasing after rabbits? Many 

different types of pellet bags, 

pouches and boxes have been 

offered, but you still need to get your

fingers in easily and grab each pellet 

without squishing the skirt. In the 

heat of the moment out hunting this 

is near-impossible. It’s a Catch-22 

situation. We need good pellets, but 

we also need quick access to them.

Way, way back, wrist straps made 

from leather or foam to take pellets 

that were stuffed gently into slots or

holes were very popular. The idea is 

so good it keeps coming back. 

Another method goes back to the 

foam-lined tin, and instead of 500 

pellets rolling around, drop this down

to say 30, layered in batches of 10 or 

12. An empty pellet or cigar tin with 

foam, kitchen towel or cotton wool 

used to separate each layer will also 

help prevent damage. With the lid 

squeezed on gently, the pellets will 

not roll around and should not get 

deformed with so few in each box.

This next idea is the easiest and 

quickest method to secure your 

pellets. It’s ideal for plinking and 

zeroing sessions, if not the fastest for

access. I make my own carriers from 

whatever I can find – currently an old 

cigar tube works a treat. These take

up no room at all in a pocket.

Pellet pens and tube dispensers 

are another really good idea that

keeps resurfacing, and these are 

even better for faster access and 

damage prevention. They take the 

form of a line of pellets in a row 

stacked on top of each other in some 

form of tube, pipe or pen. A number 

of manufacturers have released their 

own take on this idea, but are usually 

only in .177 or .22, so that’s no use 

for .25 shooters like me!

For more precision on the move 

the best idea I have come up with is

to use brass tubing capped with a 

piece of wine bottle cork or a pen 

cap. Brass or alloy tubing can be

found in most larger DIY stores sold 

by the metre in a number of 

diameters suitable for most calibres. 

I use 8mm bore tubing cut to pocket 

length for my .25 ammo. Believe me, 

this really works. With practice, and 

with it held between the knuckles 

when firing, I can drop a pellet out 

single-handed ready to reload.

I think my pellets may be getting 
damaged in transit. What can I 
do to avoid this?

PELLET STOWAGE

Flat tins or tubes can make a 

great pellet carrier – just find 

the shape and size of container 

that works best for you

Jonathan’s favourite ammo 

dispenser is the pellet pen 

design  – he’s even made 

his own for carrying 

around his .25 projectiles

JONATHAN YOUNG

YOUR EXPERT

AIRGUN ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
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AIRBORNE 
INVASION

Rich Saunders is invited to help bring a 
corvid invasion under control, but the 

target-rich environment proves trickier 
than he expected

HUNTING & 
FIELDCRAFT
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y heart sinks when the 

owner of one of my 

permissions tells me he’s 

“‘overrun” or “infested” 

with pests, because I’ve 

lost count of how many

times I’ve turned up with plenty of pellets 

and spare air only to be left disappointed.

But when my mate Gareth, himself an 

experienced hunter and pest controller,

invited me to one of his permissions to shoot 

a few crows telling me “you won’t have seen 

anything like it”, I was a little more confident.

Any lingering concern that he’d 

exaggerated the number of corvids 

disappeared the second I pulled into the 

farmyard and was met with swarms of crows,

jackdaws and rooks. They were in the cattle 

sheds, on the roofs, hopping around in the 

yard and flying overhead.

It turned out the birds were being attracted 

by several open grain barns along with two 

large clamps – one containing potatoes and 

another filled with waste bread used to 

bulk-out the cattle feed. The cost to the

farmer in terms of lost feed is one thing, but 

the more pressing issue is the health risk 

posed by birds defecating in the cattle food 

and water troughs, not to mention just about 

every farm gate and piece of equipment.

Gareth showed me a huge field which was 

filled with what had to have been at least a 

thousand birds, explaining that they 

progressed along a line of sitty trees before

making their way to the feed clamps.

I borrowed his binoculars and could see he 

was right; just about as far as I could see, 

each tree was black with corvids, scores in 

each one, and the air was filled with their 

ceaseless squawking. 

With so many birds around, you might 

understandably expect shooting them to be 

easy. However, with literally thousands of 

eyes watching our every move, things proved 

to be a lot more difficult.

Using a silenced 20-bore shotgun, Gareth 

has shot hundreds, if not thousands, of birds 

as they approach the feed clamps. 

Recently though, they’d learned to steer 

clear after a few shots, so he’d decided to 

change his strategy and target them in the 

same area, but with an air rifle.

With shots no more than 30 metres away,

we used 12 ft-lb. rifles. Mine was a .177

calibre Daystate Revere, whilst Gareth 

favoured a Daystate Mk 4. 

Even as we fiddled with our gear, the 

birds continued to land on the concrete 

walls of the clamps before plundering the 

piles of bread and potatoes. 

However, as soon as we emerged from 

the trucks brandishing the rifles, they

disappeared like smoke. Clearly this wasn’t

going to be as easy as it had first seemed. 

We made our way to the clamps anyway

and took up position, using some farm 

vehicles as cover.

It was too late though, most of the birds 

had worked out what was going on and those 

that did approach veered off at the last 

second, alerted by squawks from the crows, 

jackdaws and rooks that were flying 

overhead and behind us.

Plan B was to shoot from inside our trucks 

on the basis that at least we’d be hidden 

from above. In addition, we 

figured the birds were used to 

vehicles dotted around the yard 

and would pay us little attention. 

We were a little more successful 

and crows and jackdaws started 

to approach the clamps. However, as soon as 

we made any kind of movement they were

off, leaving us staring at piles of bread and 

potatoes once more.

We gave up, knowing we’d blown our 

chance. Over the next couple of days, Gareth 

and I worked on an approach we had 

considered initially but rejected because the

huge number of birds had lulled us into a

false sense of security. So a week later we 

returned with a plan to target the birds as 

they perched in the last of the sitty trees.

Once again, we were greeted with swarms 

of corvids. We brought poles and camouflage 

to set up a hide on the far side of the field. 

M

HUNTING & 
FIELDCRAFT

Open feed clamps – this one had 

potatoes in it – were a magnet for 

crows, rooks and jackdaws

Rich’s FAC .22 Delta 

Wolf paired with an

MTC King Cobra was 

more than a match 

for the corvids

I PLACED THE RETICLE ON THE 

BIRD AND USED THE AIMPOINT TO 

ALLOW FOR PELLET DROP 
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FEATURE CORVIDS

The only obstacle was that the crows, 

rooks and jackdaws in the trees would see us 

setting up. Gareth solved the problem by 

firing off a couple of shells with his shotgun. 

The birds flew off and we hurried across the 

field to set up before they came back.

Some overhanging trees, long grass and 

tall weeds provided plenty of cover, and by 

the time we’d dressed the hide with some 

foliage we felt confident we’d be able to snipe

away unobserved. 

Faced with shots of around 50 metres and 

fortunate to have a fallout area covering 

more than 300 acres, we’d brought 

FAC-powered rifles this time – a short-

barrelled Daystate Delta Wolf for me and a 

Daystate Air Wolf for Gareth, both .22 calibre 

and set at 30 ft-lb. 

I’d zeroed my rifle at 30 metres, which 

meant that I’d need one mildot of holdover 

on my MTC King Cobra F1 6-24x50 scope. 

Fortunately, there wasn’t any wind to 

complicate matters.

Sitting on beanbags in the close confines 

of the hide wasn’t the most comfortable I’ve 

ever been, especially as the heat built during 

the day and insects buzzed about, but 

fortunately the corvids soon started making 

their way down the line of trees.

With only the tips of our silencers poking 

through the camo nets, we rested our rifles 

on trigger sticks as the birds landed on the 

very top of the sitty tree opposite us in

small groups of three or four at a time.

My first opportunity was a crow. With my 

rangefinder I’d measured the distance to 

the top of the tree at 53 metres, at which I 

knew the Delta Wolf was more than capable 

of sub-1” groups. I placed the King Cobra’s 

SCB 2 reticle on the bird and used the aim 

point markings to allow for pellet drop.

I aimed for the base of its neck, knowing 

that hitting dead on would result in an 

instant kill as would a strike low in the heart

and lung area, or high in the head. Holding 

my breath, I let the 16 grain pellet fly. At 

more than 900 feet per second, it zipped 

across the 53 metres and hit the bird with a

sound like someone hitting a melon with a 

cricket bat. The crow folded its wings and fell 

off the branch. 

Over the next few hours Gareth and I 

forgot the uncomfortable seating, biting 

insects and hay fever-inducing foliage as a

steady stream of crows and jackdaws, along 

with the occasional rook, alighted on the tree, 

invariably on the same bare branches. 

From our hidden position we took turns to 

snipe away, accounting for more than 20 

birds with clean hits to the heart and lung as 

well as a few headshots, before carrying 

them back to the incinerator in a bin bag. 

As we returned to the yard, yet more black 

clouds of corvids were a reminder that the 

pandemic isn’t over yet,  

and we’ll need to go 

back for another 

jab at them. I 

can’t wait. 

Sitting in a hide can be uncomfortable, so when a chance does come along, take your time and don’t 

rush the shot

Making the effort to set up a hide will significantly 

improve your chances against sharp-eyed corvids

Dressing the hide with weeds and foliage helps it 

blend into the background 

Using a rangefinder to 

measure the distances to

key features before you 

start saves time when 

the chance of a shot 

comes along

At distances of 50 

metres or more, 

Rich used holdover 

to account for 

pellet drop on his 

FAC .22 Delta Wolf
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Presented by experienced journalist and  

Group Editor Mat Manning, The Airgun Show 

is the ultimate fortnightly show for all airgun 

aficionados. And we cover every part of the 

airgun world, ranging from pest control and 

shooting for the pot to HFT and high level  

Field Target.

It's all real and in the field; our cameras follow 

expert airgun hunters as they set out with 

quarry, including rabbits, rats, squirrels, pigeons 

and corvids in their sights. And it's not just 

about hunting. The Airgun Show also features 

rifle reviews, product news, special-interest 

features and much, much more.
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PRESENTS

AWARDS

PRODUCTS receiving this award 

represent excellent value for 

money, whether they’re high-end, 

entry level or anywhere in between

THIS award goes to products that 

are the very best in their class, 

taking into account build quality

and fit as well as performance

ANY item we recommend has to 

be something we’d be happy to use 

ourselves, and this award means it 

works, and works well

62 Walther LG400 Field Target PCP 
A rifle that offers the shooter multiple ways to adjust, adapt and overcome

68 Seasonal fashion 
Summer shooting clothes that will help 

keep you cool as well as concealed

74 InfiRay Tube TL35 
A thermal sight that gives the airgun 

hunter ultimate stealth as well as vision 

78 JSB Exact Express 
 These pellets are lighter than most 

.177 ammo, and prove themselves 

good for PCPs as well as springers

WHERE THE UK’S TOUGHEST AIRGUN TESTS LIVE

BRINGING you the best reviews coverage we 

can is of critical importance to us. The members 

of our review team are all passionate shooters . 

We have decades of experience between us, 

and we put that experience to good use when 

testing the products that you see in this section. 

It’s our responsibility to make sure that the 

rifles, pistols, optics and accessories that we 

test are able to enhance your sport!
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MAKER: Walther

UK DISTRIBUTOR: John Rothery
Wholesale (bisley-uk.com)

MODEL: LG400 Field Target

PRICE:£1,860 wooden stock, 
£2,450Alutec

TYPE: Single-shot target rifle

CALIBRE: .177 (4.5mm)

ACTION: PCP,with paddle-style
cocking lever

OVERALL LENGTH:1,100mm at full 
extension

BARREL:Carbon-fibre shrouded, 
capped with air stripper

BARREL LENGTH: 565mm

WEIGHT:4.13kg (9.1lb)

STOCK:Wood, with adjustable 
cheekpiece andbuttplate

SCOPE RAIL: Dovetail

LENGTH OF PULL:320mm (12.6”) 
to 390mm (15.4”)

TRIGGER:Two-stage, adjustable
with dry-fire mode

TRIGGER WEIGHT:50g to 120g

MUZZLE ENERGY:11.25ft-lb

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:  

Hard case, hamster/bipod 
attachment rail

KEY SPECS
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RIFLE TEST WALTHER LG400

Mike Morton picks up the Walther LG400 
Field Target single-shot PCP, and finds a
rifle that offers multiple ways to adjust,

adapt and overcome

RIFLE TEST

ONE SHOT, 
ONE THRILL

irgun shooters are a 

clever lot, always 

being quick to find a 

solution to a

particular problem, 

with many FT and 

HFT shooters purchasing super-

accurate 10 Metre indoor target 

rifles running at six foot pounds 

and having them tuned closer to 

the UK legal limit for outdoor use. 

But there’s no need to do that 

with the Walther LG400 Field 

Target, as this particular rifle is all 

set for outdoor competition 

straight out of the box.

This gun is available in two stocks, a 

wooden stock and an aluminium 

version called the Alutec. 

The traditional-looking, but 

nevertheless high-tech wooden stock 

on the test rifle offers adjustability on 

the butt plate and cheekpiece, while 

the Alutec version offers an even 

greater range of adjustability, 

including a butt hook and 

interchangeable anatomic grips, 

which are available separately. 

And if you’re looking to fit your 

own custom stock, the LG400 can 

be purchased in its action-only form.

The most notable features of the

LG400 series include an adjustable 

air stripper, a dry-fire option, a 

removable cylinder with pressure 

gauge, a carbon-fibre barrel sleeve

and a fully adjustable match trigger 

system, which even lets you tweak 

the trigger from a two-stage to 

single-stage unit. 

The rifle retails for £1,860, which 

might seem a lot, but you are getting 

a heck of a lot for your money, while 

the Alutec variant goes for £2,450.

A
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Although this rifle is intended for FT 

or HFT use, there’s nothing to stop

you from using the gun for benchrest 

as well. It’s extremely versatile and 

can be set up however you want, and 

it certainly has enough accuracy to 

take on any target discipline, as I was 

about to find out.

THE STOCK
Walther’s wooden-stocked LG400 

Field Target comes supplied with a  

modern handle with a target-focused 

vertical pistol grip. The rake of the grip 

is pretty much dead on 90 degrees, 

offering superior control. 

The contact area has been heavily 

stippled, but feels comfortable, and 

there’s a flat V-shaped area to rest 

your thumb should you want to adopt 

a thumb-up grip. 

If I had to nitpick, it would be to

point out that the stock appears to 

have been given a matt dark brown 

lacquer finish, and some of the colour 

hasn’t taken too well over certain

areas of the stippling. 

The traditionalist in me would have 

preferred to have had an oiled walnut 

finish, but then again this is an 

ultra-modern target rifle, not a 

hunting gun.

A rail runs the entire length of the 

forend to which a hamster can be 

attached for HFT, but with the 

correct adapter the rail can also be 

used to fit a bipod for benchrest 

shooting, or it can simply be rested 

on a bag.

MOUNTING UP
While the 10 Metre variants of the 

LG400 are designed to be used with 

diopter sights, the LG400 Field 

Target is intended to be used with a 

telescopic sight. 

A dovetail rail is machined into the 

top of the action block, and it’s

understandably interrupted by the 

open breech and pellet-loading 

channel. Nevertheless, there’s still 

plenty of room to fit your scope, with 

one very important caveat;the 

unconventional cocking mechanism. 

As the lever is thumbed down, the 

cocking linkage, which also draws 

back the pellet probe, moves up and

back, where it could interfere with 

the rear scope mount. So to prevent

this, it’s a good idea to cycle the

action and take note of how and 

where the linkage moves, so you can 

determine exactly where to position 

your rear mount.

GUN FIT
Gun fit is a vital ingredient to accurate 

shooting and the LG400 Field Target 

offers numerous adjustments to

ensure the rifle is set up perfectly for 

you. These adjustments require the 

use of hex keys, but Walther has 

thoughtfully included a multi-tool so

everything you need can be kept close 

at hand, either at the range or in the

field, with the 4mm bit being the one 

you’ll probably use most often to 

configure the stock to your liking.

The Field Target version in the

wooden stock shares many of the 

features of Walther’s other LG400 

outdoor and 10 Metre models, and 

while it doesn’t have the same range

of adjustment as the Alutec, it still has 

more than enough to satisfy most 

outdoor competition shooters.

Length of pull can be altered by 

unscrewing two hex screws and 

extending the butt plate. The plate 

can be adjusted for height by 

loosening two hex bolts and inserting 

them in either the upper two, middle 

two or bottom two locator holes. 

With the lower screw still loose, the 

butt plate can be angled backwards 

or forwards, and this makes a massive 

difference to both comfort and fit. 

The pistol grip has an 
aggressive drop-down 
rake of 90 degrees for 
maximum control,
while the grip features 
some equally 
aggressive stippling

Not only is the cheekpiece 
adjustable for height, it can 
also be tilted closer to or away 
from the shooter’s face to 
ensure a perfect sight picture

The LG400 uses a paddle-style 
cocking lever – it points forwards 
on 10 Metre guns, but is installed 
backwards so it doesn’t foul the 
scope on the FT model

The butt plate can be 
extended to change length of 
pull, and the plate itself can 
be adjusted for height and 
angle, as can the two wings
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The butt plate resembles a mini 

butt hook due to the presence of two

butt plate wings, which again can be 

adjusted for height and cast.

As expected, the cheekpiece can 

also be adjusted for height, but there’s 

a pleasing secondary adjustment as 

well – the ability to slacken off the two 

hex bolts in the top of the cheekpiece 

and tilt it closer to or further away

from your face. 

We’re all different of course, but 

being able to cant the cheekpiece 

away from my face was a revelation, 

allowing me to comfortably centre my

shooting eye behind the scope 

without having to crane my neck.

I spent a few minutes carrying out 

an initial set-up, then returned several 

times to fine-tune each of these 

features even more to my liking as I 

grew more accustomed to the rifle. 

FILLING THE RIFLE
While most shooters are used to filling 

their PCPs with the air cylinder in situ, 

the LG400 is equipped with a 

screw-on/screw-off cylinder that has 

to be filled off the rifle. 

Because the cylinder is designed to 

hold air when out of the gun it can be 

removed at any time, with no need to

release any residual air. Unscrewing 

the cylinder is simple enough, but I 

was always careful to not scrape the 

cylinder against the barrel shroud or 

air stripper while sliding it out, using

the barrel band as a guide.

Another unusual aspect of the 

Walther’s filling process is that the 

cylinder screws onto a supplied 

adapter that must be screwed into 

your charging (scuba) cylinder.

No fill line is used, so this means 

things can get a bit fiddly if you want 

to fill your more conventional PCPs 

from the same source. 

You can get yourself a second 

dedicated charging cylinder, or use 

the same one for all your PCPs, 

keeping a spanner close whenever 

you need to swap the Walther 

adapter for your regular fill line.

The LG400’s air cylinder can be 

filled up to a whopping 300 bar, but I 

always err on the side of caution and 

so filled the cylinder on the test rifle 

to a more modest 230 bar. 

The cocking lever on 
the FT model is 
pushed down and 
away from the 
shooter, which is 
easy to accomplish 
with the thumb  
and forefinger

RIFLE TEST WALTHER LG400

THOUGH INTENDED FOR HFT, 
THERE’S NOTHING TO STOP YOU 
USING IT FOR BENCHREST 

A manometer is located on the 

front of the cylinder so you can keep 

an eye on how much air is remaining. 

If you ever need to empty the cylinder,

for example when taking the gun on 

an aircraft for an international 

competition, you can screw on the 

filling adapter and let the air bleed out.

COCKING AND LOADING
Cocking the gun involves thumbing 

down the paddle-style loading lever.

The stroke is very gentle and takes

barely any effort. 

The gun will actually be cocked 

before the lever has reached the very

end of the stroke, so don’t be too

ham-fisted with this process. You can 

both feel and hear when the gun is 

being cocked, but it’s so delicate that 

you need to be looking and listening 

out for it until you’ve got used to the 

way the gun behaves and muscle 

memory kicks in.

This is a single-shot rifle and each 

pellet is dropped into a deep loading 

channel before being probed into the 

breech. Some systems like this are 

quite shallow, and the pellet can either

roll out or end up back to front if 

you’re not careful, but I had no 

problems this time.

Unlike most PCPs, the air 
cylinder is self-sealing and 
must be unscrewed from the 
rifle before it can be filled up 
to a massive 300 bar

The handsome silver-grey 
carbon-wrapped barrel is 
capped by an air stripper, 
which helps ensure the 
pellet flies into still, clean air

The cone can be adjusted within the air stripper to find the optimal 

position to let the pellet fly into smooth air with minimal turbulence

Walther even includes a multi-tool with the 

LG400 so you can adjust your setup on the fly
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The black F/T switch lets you swap from a normal “Fire” mode to a dry-fire “Training” mode so you can perfect your trigger 

technique without wasting air

Gun fit gets a massive boost from the butt plate assembly, which offers an almost infinite amount of adjustment and is more 

comfortable than it might appear

TRIGGER
The LG400 possesses a genuine 

world-class match trigger.

Like most aspects of this rifle, it can 

be subjected to numerous 

adjustments, but I left the one on the 

test rifle set up as it arrived from the

factory, and it’s sublime. This trigger 

allows an almost subconscious shot 

release and is comparable with any 

full-blown match rifle that I’ve 

previously shot. 

First-stage travel was extremely 

light, while still coming to a distinct 

stop, after which second-stage let-off 

was crisp, just like the proverbial  

thin glass rod being snapped cleanly 

in two.

Trigger-pull on the test rifle was

measured with my digital gauge at 

just 3.9oz (110.6g) – far too light for

an activity like hunting, but perfect for 

precision target shooting. 

If the trigger-pull is set too light, a 

shot can be released if the trigger is 

only lightly touched or if the rifle is 

subjected to an impact, such as being 

dropped, so I subjected the rifle to a 

fairly aggressive smack test to see 

whether it might unintentionally 

discharge (don’t worry, the LG400 

wasn’t harmed) and was pleased to

find it did not.

DRY-FIRING
This gun had a real ace up its sleeve 

– the ability to dry-fire the rifle to 

practise trigger technique without 

releasing any air.

In order to do this the rifle must be 

cocked, then the rocker switch on the 

left-hand side of the action block set 

to “T” for Training. It will then remain 

in this mode until the switch is set 

back to “F” for Fire. 

Dry-firing isn’t something that’s

practised very much outside of 10

Metre target disciplines, but it’s an 

excellent training technique 

regardless of the type of airgun 

shooting you enjoy. 

And in this case you’ll be saving 

precious air and not generating any 

noise at the muzzle, so you can even 

carry this out indoors at home. 

Another nice feature is that the gun 

will not fire until the cocking lever has

been returned to its starting position, 

whereas some air rifles can be 

inadvertently fired with an open bolt.

Some of the people who I showed 

this rifle to were a little surprised to 

see that it has no safety catch, but 

unlike a hunting rifle, which must be 
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“The Walther LG400 Field Target is an example of German engineering at its finest, with the rifle’s inherent 

accuracy being easy to unlock thanks to the massive degree of adjustability to optimise gun fit.”

THE AIRGUN SHOOTER VERDICT

As well as the usual 
range of 
adjustments, the 
trigger on the LG400 
can be tweaked to 
convert it from a 
two-stage unit to a 
single-stage

RIFLE TEST WALTHER LG400

made ready for whenever an 

opportune shot presents itself, a 

target rifle like this should only ever 

be cocked and loaded when the 

shooter is about to launch a pellet at 

their intended target. 

Old habits die hard, and I found 

myself setting the catch to Training 

mode when not shooting the LG400.

READY FOR THE RANGE
I decided to zero the rifle with H&N 

Baracuda FT, which seemed fitting, 

considering the Field Target 

designation of this LG400. 

Sometimes the shooting gods are 

with us, and I found the Baracuda FT

to be a superb match. 

Before my accuracy testing got 

properly underway I put the gun over 

the chrono, with the LG400 FT and 

Baracuda FT combo delivering a 

pleasing variation in velocity of 4.4 

feet per second over a 10-shot string.

While I felt no need to experiment  

with additional pellets, the barrel did 

not appear to be pellet-fussy.

Fellow Airgun Shooter writer 

Andy McLachlan owns one of these 

rifles, and his gun will shoot either 

JSB Exact or QYS Streamlined, but

as usual you’d be advised to test a 

variety of pellets to find “the one”

for your particular gun.

We hear the term “pellet-on-

pellet”, but shooting a group no

wider than the width of a single

pellet is hard to achieve. Still, that’s 

what this rifle gave me at 30 yards 

in still wind conditions.

Talking of still air, the air stripper 

that is fitted as standard features 

an internal cone which can be 

moved closed to or further away

from the muzzle. The idea is to find

the optimum position so the cone 

helps deflect any turbulent air in 

front of the pellet away from its 

flightpath so it flies into clean air 

when it leaves the barrel. 

I’m sure the position of the cone

does make a difference, but as the 

rifle was shooting so nicely I 

decided to leave it well alone.

Due to the various restrictions that 

were in place over the test period, the 

maximum distance I could shoot out 

to was 40 yards, at which the LG400 

delivered groups averaging 4mm 

centre-to-centre. I’d love to know 

what this rifle is capable of doing at 

50 yards or more, and I’m sure it 

would continue to impress.

FINAL THOUGHTS
At 4.13kg unscoped, this gun is no

lightweight, in part thanks to its steel 

air cylinder, and with the air stripper 

fitted it’s also fairly long. 

But I believe its overall bulk helps 

maintain stability so the shooter can 

eke out the maximum level of 

accuracy that’s available.

I love this rifle and am sad to think

that because it’s on loan it now has 

to be returned. I’ve never shot Field 

Target and haven’t shot HFT for quite

a while, so I couldn’t possibly justify

purchasing it for myself, could I? But 

then I do enjoy shooting benchrest, 

so maybe, just maybe … 

WHILE I FELT NO NEED TO
EXPERIMENT, THE BARREL DID 
NOT APPEAR TO BE FUSSY 

The cheekpiece has a rough textured 

finish to hold your head in place, and 

again is far more comfortable 

against your face than it looks
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ummer is well and truly 

here, and that means long 

sunny evenings in which to 

test your fieldcraft skills 

by stalking the hedgerows. 

Of course, stalking is not 

exclusively a summertime discipline, nor 

does it make other tactics redundant, but 

it does require some thinking about what 

kit to take and, perhaps just as 

importantly, what you plan on wearing.

Hopefully summer will mean warm 

temperatures and just the right amount 

of rain, so you’ll want clothes that not 

only hide you from anxious eyes, but 

keep you cool and protect you from 

stinging nettles and biting bugs.

Those old wellies that served you 

throughout the wetter months are likely 

to be a hindrance when it comes to 

moving stealthily now. And that heavy 

jacket may have kept you warm when you 

were sitting in your hide, but you’ll want 

something lighter to put on if you get 

caught in a summer shower.

To help you keep your cool, we’ve 

pulled together a sample of some of the 

best summer hunting attire.

Military 1st has a huge selection and  

has sent us a trio of Magnum boots  

that range between £84.95 and £99.95, 

as well as a pair of newly launched 

Pentagon Renegade Tropic Pants 

(£86.90) and a Pentagon Ranger 

Tac-Fresh Shirt (£61.95). 

Ridgeline also has a lot to offer and has 

loaned us a pair of its Stealth Pants 

(£59.99) as well as a Canterbury Shirt, 

which it sells for £49.99. Rounding out 

our summer fashion show, we have Jack 

Pyke to thank for a Pro-Lite Hunters 

Jacket (£125), a Hybrid Gilet (£39.95) 

and LLCS 3D Baseball Cap and Veil, 

which will set you back just £12.95.

S

Rich Saunders takes a look at
some summer shooting clothes 
that will help keep you cool as 

well as concealed

KEEP COOL 
AND DRESS 
TO IMPRESS
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£84.95 – £99.95

MAGNUM BOOTS

Light and supple

I
t’s easy in the winter, right? Wellies 

for when it’s really wet and muddy, 

and waterproof boots for when it’s

not. Sorted. 

In summer, choosing the right footwear 

is a little trickier. Wellies and heavy

waterproof boots make it harder to 

progress quietly along the hedgerow.  

At least they do for me. Wellies slop  

about and my winter boots are a magnet 

for dry sticks.

A pair of trainers will certainly do for 

shooters in warmer, drier conditions – just 

make sure to avoid the ones with 

fluorescent stripes or those that light up 

every time you take a step! However, 

they’re not so good when it comes to 

making your way over uneven, rutty 

ground or through heavy undergrowth.

A decent pair of summer shooting boots 

needs to be light enough to walk miles in, 

and sensitive enough to enable you to feel 

twigs and other obstacles underfoot. 

Boots also have the advantage over 

trainers as they offer better ankle support 

when you stumble on that hard rut, and 

they also prevent your socks becoming 

covered in thistles and grass seeds.

US-based Magnum started making 

boots in the early 1980s when the FBI 

asked them to come up with a light and 

comfortable tactical boot. Since then, the 

company’s range has expanded 

significantly and most of them are sold in 

the UK by Military 1st.

The Magnum Viper Pro 8.0 EN Boots

(left, £84.95), Assault Tactical 5.0 Urban 

Patrol Boots (centre, £90) and Viper Pro 

8.0 Leather Boots (right, £99.95) meet all 

the requirements for the perfect summer 

hunting boot. Combining leather and

hardwearing, breathable 1680 denier 

nylon, they are waterproof and light at 

around 400 grams per boot.

They also feature foam ankle roll  

pads along with a fibreglass shank  

and reinforced toe and heel support for 

added protection, plus a padded 

microfibre collar for comfort. The insole is 

made from contour-moulded foam that 

not only ensures a comfortable fit and 

absorbs shock, but makes sure your foot 

won’t slip.

The soles themselves are oil- and 

fuel-resistant, and whilst they offer good 

grip, they are thin and supple enough to 

enable you to feel your way and reduce 

the potential for stepping on something 

that will alert your quarry.

£12.95

LLCS 3D BASEBALL CAP WITH VEIL

Keep cool, stay hidden

J
ack Pyke has combined two 

essential pieces of kit into one with 

the LLCS 3D Baseball Cap and Veil 

to protect your head and shade your 

eyes from the sunlight while concealing 

your face from sharp-eyed quarry.

Available without the veil, the cap is 

designed with English Oak Evolution camo 

leaves; the leaves help to break up your 

outline. Made from 100 percent polyester, 

the cap itself is light and perforated to 

help keep you cool and has a velcro 

adjuster on the back.

The mesh veil has the same camouflage

pattern. It hangs loosely about your face 

and has a velcro adjuster. It’s long enough 

to cover your neck and throat, and a wide 

opening for your eyes ensures your 

peripheral vision is not impeded.

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“As relatively basic pieces of kit, it’s 
easy to dismiss all caps and veils as 
the same. However, like all Jack Pyke 
gear, the LLCS 3D Baseball Cap and 
Veil has some subtle design features 
that make a difference.”

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“You’ll appreciate a decent pair of 
boots if you’re in the field all day, 
walking long distances. Light, 
comfortable and stealthy, Magnum 
boots are perfect for the job.”



£49.99

RIDGELINE  
CANTERBURY SHIRT

Smart and practical

W
hen it comes to clothing for our upper 

halves, the majority of shooting attire 

seems to either be thick and heavy

fleeces, full jackets or short-sleeved T-shirts. As a 

result, they are either too warm in the summer, 

or expose your arms to your quarry, never mind 

all kinds of biting and stinging insects.

Available either in olive green or sand, Ridgeline’s 

Lightweight Canterbury Ripstop Shirt is the ideal 

solution. Despite its lack of bulk, the ripstop cotton 

fabric is both cool to wear in the summer heat and 

robust enough to deal with snags in the field,

although Ridgeline will only commit to it avoiding

‘long tears’ in the material.

Two button-down chest pockets are handy for 

carrying small items and the button-down cuffs,

collar and pleated back reduce the likelihood of 

catching yourself on a twig or any other foliage.

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“Purpose-made for summer shooting, the 
Canterbury shirt is full of practical design 
features, and will ensure you’ll be the smartest 
guy in the woods.”
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£59.99

RIDGELINE STEALTH PANTS

Rustle-free stalking

S
tealth Pants may sound like 

something SpongeBob would wear 

when undercover, but the version 

marketed by Ridgeline have a much 

more practical use and are designed 

specifically for summer use.

The lightweight material is almost silent 

when you walk with no rustling or rubbing, 

and the lightweight, stretchy fabric makes 

moving through the undergrowth much 

easier. Elasticated trouser leg turn-ups 

make giving yourself away by snagging on 

a twig or stick less likely.

These are intended for summer use, 

where the breathable fabric will keep you 

cool. The flip side though is that they have

little in the way of insulation for colder 

days. The Stealth Pants are not 

waterproof either, although if you do get

caught in a summer downpour, Ridgeline 

says they are very quick drying.

Quiet-to-operate zipped hip pockets 

mean you can keep any important items 

you can’t be without from escaping,  

and a deep, zipped thigh pocket has 

plenty of space for essentials such as a 

torch or knife.

Button-fastening with belt loops, the 

stitching, zips and general finish are 

extremely good. Sizes range from XS to 

5XL for men who also have a choice of 

olive green or Ridgeline’s DIRT camo. The 

ladies’ version is more fitted and available 

only in olive green in XS to 3XL sizes. 

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“Purposely designed for the summer 
shooter, Stealth Pants won’t let you 
down when it comes to keeping cool 
and enabling you to stalk the 
hedgerows quietly. But you’ll need 
something a little more substantial 
come the winter.”



£86.90

PENTAGON RENEGADE TROPIC PANTS

Durable and comfortable

P
entagon Renegade Tropic 

Pants manage to be hard-

wearing enough to resist 

brambles and thorns, yet light and

comfortable to wear at the same 

time. And if the clouds do let rip, 

they will keep you dry enough, 

thanks to a DWC (Durable Water 

Coating) grade 4 treatment.

Made from 91 percent polyester and 

nine percent elastane fabric, which 

stretches in four directions, Renegade 

Tropic Pants have enough give to 

make clambering over obstacles easy.

There’s also a choice of black, grey,

khaki, maroon and charcoal blue in 

sizes ranging from 30 to 42 inch waist 

and 32 or 34 inch leg.

Two open pockets on the back and 

three on the front are deep enough to 

keep items like a torch or knife that 

you’re likely to need in a hurry. And  

for larger items, there are a pair of 

deeper zip-up pockets on the front of 

the thighs.

The fly also has a zipper as well as a 

‘crotch storm flap to protect against 

wind and humidity’ – no one wants 

that when they’re out shooting. A 

large jeans-style button fastens the 

waist and there’s an inner button as

well as good-size belt loops.

In addition to their water-resistant 

properties, the Renegade Tropic Pants 

are designed to protect against the 

wind. The knees and ankles are

reinforced, all stress points are

triple-stitched for added durability,

and the cuffs have draw strings to fit 

snugly over boots.

£61.95

PENTAGON RANGER TAC-FRESH SHIRT

Perfect summer shooting shirt?

I
t’s unlikely you’ll ever need to resort

to hand-to-hand combat when 

tackling airgun quarry, but it’s nice to 

know we can buy gear that has been 

designed for more serious encounters. 

Take this shirt from Military 1st, which 

technically is an ‘Under Body Armour 

Combat Shirt’ (UBACS) designed to be

worn under combat assault vests.

The bunnies on my permissions aren’t 

all that tough so I forgo the armour, but 

on its own, the top is a superb piece of

summer kit. The upper chest is made 

from ripstop material, which has a little 

give and will resist all but the most 

ferocious thorns, with a quarter zip that

goes up to your throat. There are useful 

zip-up pockets on the upper sleeves, one 

of which has a hole so you can thread 

your earphones through if you like to hunt 

while listening to a soundtrack. There are 

velcro patches on the pockets for badges

and on the cuffs to ensure a tight fit.

The lower part of the front of the shirt 

and the back panel is made from stretchy 

material that flexes with your movement 

and, according to Military 1st, delivers 

enhanced moisture control. In addition, 

underarm gussets and articulated elbow 

pads further help freedom of movement.

Available in sizes XS to 3XL, the 

Pentagon Ranger Tac-Fresh Shirt comes 

in a range of colours from solid black, grey

and green to several camouflage patterns. 

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“The Tac-Fresh Shirt is an ideal 
compromise between a button-up 
shirt, T-shirt and thin fleece. It’s 
packed full of useful features  
that will keep you cool and help  
you move easily to enhance your 
summer shooting.”

COMPARING KIT SEASONAL FASHION
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THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“These trousers combine all the attributes you need to stay comfortable in 
the summer. They are light, weather-resistant, durable, and allow for easy and 
quiet movement.”
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£125

JACK PYKE PRO-LITE HUNTERS JACKET

Ideal for summer use

T
he Catch-22 when it comes to 

summer shooting is the need to 

wear clothing that is light and 

will keep you cool, but can also 

protect you from the elements if 

necessary without being so bulky as 

to restrict freedom of movement.

Available from Jack Pyke in sizes 

ranging from small to 3XL, the Pro-Lite

Hunters Jacket manages to achieve the 

best of several different worlds. It is 

made from lightweight, three-layer, 

four-way stretch mesh and carries a

10,000mm waterproof rating, which 

means it will keep out the equivalent of 

a 10 metre column of water. A hood, 

which can be adjusted with drawstrings 

and tucked away under the collar when 

not in use, will button up right under 

your chin.

A full-length, two-way front zip helps 

you to control your body temperature 

and is covered with a zip cover that has 

velcro and press-stud fastenings.

Particularly useful if you’re sitting in a 

hide is the adjustable hem, which has 

an elastic drawstring, and the sleeve 

cuffs that are adjustable with velcro.

Shooting in the summer also means 

reducing the amount of gear you have 

to carry about. The Pro-Lite Hunters 

Jacket has two large zip pockets in the 

front and two more internal zip 

pockets. They are easily big enough to 

keep your shooting essentials as well 

as items like car keys and a phone.

£39.95

JACK PYKE HYBRIDGILET

Versatile all-round performance

T
he benefit of a gilet is that it can be 

worn on its own or used as a body 

warmer with a heavy jacket in the 

winter. Get the right one and you won’t 

look out of place down the pub either.

Jack Pyke’s Hybrid Gilet is lightweight,

but has enough thermal insulation to take 

the edge off in the early morning or late 

evening, especially as the central zipper 

will close the gilet right up to your chin. A 

zip-up chest pocket and two further 

zipped hand warmer pockets provide 

plenty of space to keep shooting gear and

valuables safe.

Available only in dark green, the gilet is

made from 100 percent polyester and 

filled with 200gsm thermal insulation.

Panels of elasticated polyester polar 

fleece down both sides ensure plenty of 

movement too.

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“The Pro-Lite Hunters Jacket 
delivers a high level of protection 
from the elements whilst also 
keeping you relatively cool. The 
lightweight, stretchy material and 
adjustable hem won’t restrict your 
movement either.”

THE AIRGUN 
SHOOTER VERDICT

“Not much beats a gilet for 
versatility. Worn on its own it will 
keep you warm whilst affording good 
concealment without restricting 
movement. And when it gets really 
cold, wear it as a bodywarmer.”
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: m w ou yecup

WEIGHT: 945g

MAGNIFICATION: 3-12x

EYE RELIEF: 60mm

DETECTION RANGE: Up to 1,800m

FEATURES: Picatinny mounts 
supplied, videoand photocapture, 
gyroscope, e-compass, choice of 
reticle design andcolour palettes.



 

THERMAL TEST INFIRAY TUBE TL35

Thermal gunsights give hunters ultimate 
stealth and vision by revealing their 

quarry’s heat signature – Mat Manning 
gives his verdict on the InfiRay Tube TL35

THERMAL TEST

THE HEAT OF 
THE ACTION

hermal night vision 

optics have exploded in 

popularity over the

past couple of years. 

This gear is now the 

first choice of many 

serious after-dark airgun hunters 

and there are several reasons why 

it has been so keenly embraced

Thermal optics provide 

remarkable stealth because they 

don’t need a light source to create 

the sight picture. They also provide 

a phenomenal view of your quarry

by showing you an image of its heat 

signature. You can see critters even

when obscured by undergrowth

– and this kit doesn’t just work in 

darkness, you can also use it by day.

Thermal gunsights have also 

become less bulky, easier to use 

and, most significantly, more 

affordable. The fall in price is 

probably the biggest factor in this 

kit’s rising popularity. It is now 

possible to pick up a decent unit for 

around a grand, but for those who 

are prepared to spend a little more 

there are some truly remarkable 

thermal optics out there.

With a price tag of £2,749.95, the 

InfiRay Tube TL35 falls into the 

latter category. The same price as a 

modest second-hand car, it’s not 

the sort of kit you’d buy on a whim. 

But you get what you pay for, and 

for those who have the money, it is 

a very good hunting optic, especially

for nocturnal pest control.

T 
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INITIAL THOUGHTS
The first thing to impress me about 

the Tube is that it’s designed to look 

just like the other traditional 

telescopic sights. 

It weighs just under 950g, is about

380mm long before you fit the soft 

rubber eyecup, and the tough 

aluminium housing comprises a 

30mm tube that enables you to

mount, position and look though it the 

same way as you would with a 

traditional daytime scope. 

The result is that handling feels very 

familiar when you’re in the aim.

Mounts to fit Picatinny-type rails 

come supplied, but conventional 

30mm mounts will do the job if your 

airgun has dovetail rails.

Despite being loaded with hi-tech 

features, the Tube is surprisingly 

simple to use. Press and hold the 

orange standby button for about two 

seconds and the unit powers up. To

switch it off, you simply press and 

hold the same button until the 

on-screen countdown finishes. 

A shorter two-second press of the 

standby button when the Tube is 

switched on sends it into sleep 

mode. This is a great way to extend 

battery life, and another quick press 

of the standby button kicks it 

straight back into action.

The neat thermal riflescope has 

an integral rechargeable battery. 

Charging is via a supplied C-Type 

USB lead which plugs into a port 

discreetly hidden 

beneath the 

right-hand turret 

cap. This battery has 

a runtime of up to 

eight hours, though 

that time will reduce with the use of

this scope’s additional features. 

You can get an additional two

hours of runtime by fitting an 

18500-type battery into the housing 

beneath the left-hand turret cap, and 

if you’re planning a really long outing

you can attach an external power 

bank via the USB port.

With the Tube switched on, you 

use the ocular focusing ring at the 

rear of the unit to get the display into

focus for your eye. That’s a job that

only needs to be done once and you

then use the front focusing ring to

bring the target into sharp relief the

same as you would with the parallax 

dial on a traditional telescopic sight.

FUN FEATURES
A short press of the top turret opens 

the quick menu which enables you to 

choose between six different reticle

designs, four different reticle colour 

schemes and several other features. 

A longer press of the top turret 

opens a more detailed menu where 

you can toggle in and out of the 

Ultraclear mode which provides a 

sharper image in rain and fog. In this 

menu you can also set Wi-Fi

connectivity and video output. 

Other features that are accessible 

through this menu include calibration, 

zeroing, e-compass and a gyroscope 

feature that displays angle of shot and

the cant of the gun on dials on either 

side of the display. This menu also 

enables you to access settings to

adjust video recording options and set 

date and time.

Zeroing is a one-shot arrangement 

by which you adjust the horizontal 

Four buttons on the 
rear console control 
all the features that 
you’re likely to need 
in the field

FEATURES INCLUDE 
CALIBRATION, ZEROING, 
COMPASS AND GYROSCOPE  

A quick twist of 
the front focus 
dial rapidly 
snaps the target 
into sharp relief

The InfiRay Tube is designed 
to mount and handle like a 
conventional gunsight, 
which means it feels very 
familiar in the aim

The soft rubber eyecup 
makes for clear, comfortable 
viewing and prevents the 
risk of shine-back blowing
your cover

They may look like normal 
scope turrets, but the ones 
on the Tube are used for 
controls and house the 
spare battery and USB port
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“This premium thermal riflescope is packed with features and will deliver high-end performance, stealth and 

image quality to hunters who are prepared to make the investment.”

THE AIRGUN SHOOTER VERDICT

and vertical axes of the reticle until it 

corresponds with the point of 

impact. It is a very fast way to set 

zero, and you can save various 

profiles either to cover different 

shooting scenarios or different guns.

It is highly unlikely that you’ll need 

to use either of the above two menus 

when you’re out in the field. 

Once the Tube is set up, virtually all 

the controls you’re going to need are

accessible via the four-button 

console on the top of the eyebell. 

The right button adjusts the 

image’s brightness up and down, and 

the left button shifts between the

five different colour palettes for 

general viewing.

CAPTURING THE MOMENT
There is a real craze for recording 

and sharing video footage from 

hunting trips, and the InfiRay Tube is 

equipped to do the job very well. A 

short press of the rear button on the 

console captures a still image of the 

sight picture and a long press starts 

the video recorder.

The unit has 16GB of internal 

memory storage, which can hold 

thousands of stills and many hours 

of video, which can be uploaded 

either via Wi-Fi connection or USB.

The Tube has a digital 

magnification range of 3-12x, which 

should cover everything from 

close-range ratting to longer-range 

bunny sniping.

The lower zoom range is 

excellent for spotting quarry, 

and you can always use the 

PIP (picture in picture)

function (by pressing and 

holding the colour palette 

button) to double the 

magnification if you need 

more precision for longer 

shots. Zoom can be 

adjusted on the fly by 

turning the top turret 

clockwise to crank up the 

magnification, or anti-clockwise to 

wind it down.

It is a sophisticated piece of kit, but 

the InfiRay Tube TL35 is a doddle to 

set up and use, and I have had some 

great after-dark hunting trips with it 

mounted on my HW100 BP over the 

past few weeks. On my farmyard 

permissions it has enabled me to 

spot and pick off rats that I would 

have failed to notice with an infrared

setup and it has been simply 

awesome for nocturnal rabbiting. 

And remember, this isn’t just a 

piece of kit for hunting by night. 

Use it by day and you’ll be amazed 

how easily you can spot the heat 

signatures of partially obscured 

rabbits and squirrels that 

could easily be missed by 

the naked eye.

Image quality is very

good indeed. So good, in

fact, that you are able to

spot twigs and other 

pellet-deflecting obstacles 

that inferior thermal 

riflescopes can often fail to 

pick up. Detection range is

stated as being up to 1,800m 

– that’s almost two kilometres. 

I didn’t do any precise distance 

testing to confirm or deny that, but

I will say that it enabled me to spot

rabbits out to well over 500m. And 

the bunnies weren’t just blobs at 

The InfiRay Tube 
gives clear thermal 
imaging with a 
choice of colour 
palettes and  
reticle designs

THERMAL TEST INFIRAY TUBE TL35

that distance – the image clarity 

provided sufficient detail for 

confident identification.

As I said at the outset, the InfiRay 

Tube is a fairly expensive piece of kit, 

and I wouldn’t suggest for one 

minute that everyone should rush 

out right now and spend their 

hard-earned cash on one. 

There are cheaper alternatives, 

several of them in the InfiRay range, 

that can meet the needs of most 

airgun shooters. However, if you are

in the fortunate position of being able 

to invest in a quality thermal 

riflescope without stretching yourself 

too far, the Tube is certainly worth its 

asking price. 

It’s a tough, dependable, user-

friendly gunsight that produces a 

clear thermal image with plenty of 

detail, and will help serious airgun 

hunters put more pests in the bag. 

The scope turrets have been cleverly 

designed to incorporate features 

including advanced controls, a 

battery housing and USB port
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PELLET:Exact Express

MANUFACTURER: 
JSB (schulzdiabolo.cz)

TYPE:  
Domehead diabolo

CALIBRE TESTED: 
.177

HEAD SIZE:4.52mm

SUPPLIED IN:  
Tin of 500

PRICE:£11.45

ADVERTISED 
WEIGHT:7.87 grains

MEASURED WEIGHT: 
7.96 grains

USES: Target shooting, 
hunting, plinking

KEY SPECS

JSB Exact Express are lighter than most .177 pellets, and Mike 
Morton wants to find out if they’re good for PCPs and springers

eavy pellets are the 

best choice for 

PCPs, so airgun 

wisdom tells us, 

while lighter pellets 

tend to work better 

in springers. That’s a maxim that I 

tend to agree with, and although 

there will always be exceptions, 

for the past few years my .177 

springer pellet of choice has been 

JSB Exact Express.

While there’s no such thing as a 

universal pellet, Exact Express has 

come close to that, at least for me 

when I’ve been shooting a recoiling 

rifle. But maybe that’s just because 

my springer shooting simply isn’t 

good enough to let me differentiate 

between Exact Express and other 

lightweight pellets.

So I decided it was time to test

them properly. And that meant off

the bench and from a PCP.

Exact Express pellets are supplied 

in a tin of 500 with a head size of 

4.52mm. The Express has a slightly 

squashed domehead, similar to that 

of the regular JSB Exact, and is a

little shorter, although the waist is 

actually wider than the Exact’s. 

JSB Exact Express pellets have

an advertised weight of 7.87 grains 

compared with the 8.44 grains of

the Exact. JSB says this lighter 

weight gives the Express a higher 

velocity and flatter ballistic 

trajectory than the regular pellet. 

The Czech firm also makes  

no distinction between springer  

and PCP use, but does say the 

Express is optimised for rifles with a 

muzzle energy of 16 joules (11.8 

foot pounds).

JSB’s listed weight of 7.87 grains

is very precise, while my digital 

scales are probably not perfectly 

calibrated and only work to one 

decimal place. However, the key 

thing I look for is consistency. 

I weighed a random sample of 50 

pellets and found 12 pellets weighed 

7.8 grains, 37 came in at 8.0 grains 

and a single pellet measured 8.2

grains, a reasonably tight spread, 

giving me an average of 7.96 grains.

TEST CONDITIONS
This shoot was conducted on an 

overcast day. I love shooting in 

overcast conditions as it makes the 

scope easier to use and the target 

easier to see due to the lack of glare. 

It was also humid, which made it 

physically uncomfortable, and there 

was a slight left-to-right breeze. 

All shots were taken at 1” 

Birchwood Casey Target Spots with 

the rifle zeroed at 30 yards. The

pellets were taken straight from the 

tin, with five shots 

being taken at each of 

the targets at 20, 30 

and 40 yards.

I had no idea how 

these pellets would

perform in a PCP, so chose my 

Daystate Red Wolf. I know some 

people think electronic rifles can be

finicky, but while the Red Wolf may 

shoot like a thoroughbred, it’s as 

uncomplaining as a carthorse when 

it comes to the ammo it’s fed. 

Having cleaned the barrel, 

re-leaded the bore and zeroed the 

rifle, the test could begin, with the 

Wolf supported by heavyweight 

shooting bags.

H

THE EXPRESS HAS A 
SQUASHED DOMEHEAD, 
SIMILAR TO THE JSB EXACT 
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DOWNRANGE
Chrono testing yielded an average 

muzzle velocity of 781.5 feet per 

second, a muzzle energy of 10.80 

foot pounds and a velocity spread of 

6.8 feet per second. I was a bit

disappointed by this figure, having 

expected a sub-five feet per second 

result, then had to remind myself 

how years ago anyone would be 

ecstatic after achieving 10 feet per 

second, let alone one as low as 6.8.

At 20 yards, my five-shot group 

measured just 2.6mm centre-to-

centre, with me aiming at the bull 

and the shots landing 6mm high due 

to the Red Wolf’s 30-yard zero. The 

30-yard group was similarly 

impressive, measuring a minuscule 

4.6mm centre-to-centre.

Back at 40 yards these pellets 

started to struggle a little, with group 

size now expanding to 12.6mm 

centre-to centre, with me using 

22mm of holdover, and the group 

displaying a lateral spread. While this 

group doesn’t look that great, it’s still 

well within the 18mm diameter of a 

five pence piece.

WEIGHT CONSISTENCY

TEST RESULTS ANALYSIS

20 yards 30 yards 40 yards
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“JSB Exact Express pellets offer stunning accuracy, and in the right conditions could be shot at similar 

distances to a heavier pellet, but with the advantages of less flight time and a flatter trajectory.”

This long-range spread could 

have been due to the breeze, and a 

heavier pellet may well have fared 

better, but I can’t complain about 

the superb results this rifle and 

pellet combo managed at the 

shorter distances. 

In addition to the way a piston 

delivers power to the projectile, 

perhaps range is another reason 

why lighter pellets are more closely 

associated with springer use, as 

these guns tend to be shot at 

slightly shorter distances.

This was an interesting test, but 

it’s also worth pointing out that 

Exact Express pellets aren’t the 

lightest .177 ammo made by JSB, as 

that honour goes to the Exact RS 

(Rapid Speed) which tips the scales 

at a model-on-the-catwalk-like 7.33 

grains. So that‘s another pellet I 

need to add to the hit list. 

Exact Express are not only lighter than usual, but are shorter than 

usual, which could be an advantage when using them in certain 

multi-shot magazines

The whole tin was 

emptied onto a 

microfibre cloth,

which revealed no 

trace whatsoever 

of lead swarf or 

any other debris

The weight of these 

pellets wasn’t quite 

as consistent as 

Mike had been 

hoping for, but there 

was no arguing 

about their accuracy

1
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THE AIRGUN SHOOTER VERDICT
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FOR SALE: Air Arms Pro Sport .22 with 

Hawke 3-9x50 IR scope. Great condition. 

Shoots well. Possible delivery at cost. 

Nice walnut stock. Chris Tweddle 

(Northumberland). Tel: 07958 178174. 

Email: c.tweddle@btinternet.com

FOR SALE: Umarex 850 Air Magnum 

.22. Comes with a 12g CO2 adapter, 3x9

scope. Very clean and accurate. In 

excellent condition, working fine and an 

effective gun for targets or pest control. 

£250 ono. Collect in person or meet at a

mutual location. Alan Marwood 

(Nottinghamshire). Tel : 07976 664632.

Email: alan.marwood@ntlworld.com

FOR SALE: Vintage Milbro G10 .177 

calibre 20-shot BB repeater. One owner 

from new, bought 1970s. Full working 

order and in original box. Some paint 

wear, but excellent for age. £35 ono. Paul 

Bangert (Sheffield). Tel: 07956 594607.

Email: paulbangert@me.com

FOR SALE: Weihrauch HW100 Sport

(thumb stock) .177”/4.5mm cal, scope 

and silencer. Excellent condition. £675 

ono including postage. Dave Roberts 

(South Wales). Tel: 01495 759234.

FOR SALE: Karl Kaps 1-4x24 (30mm 

tube) rifle scope. Very high quality

traditional scope by Kaps of Wetzlar,

Germany. Kaps was established in 1946 

and currently makes surgical 

microscopes and precision binoculars 

and rifle scopes. German No 1 reticle. 

New and boxed. £445. Ray Garner (East 

Yorkshire). Tel: 01977 661671. Email: 

garnermuriel@gmail.com

FOR SALE: Brocock Sniper XR in .177 

calibre. Sidelever in grey laminate stock. 

Bought July 2020 for £1,300. 

New price for this model would be 

£1,325. £695 collection in person 

preferred from central Norfolk. Contact 

Nigel Beesley on 07976 935884.

FOR SALE: Primos Trigger stick Gen 2 in 

very good condition (not used outdoors).

£80. FOR SALE: Air cylinder NPE 3LT

300pe. Only filled once. £80. FOR SALE: 

Tinbum Tuning Maxi Drop-In Kit and 

spring, for use in HW 99S- 57, plus brass 

6mm safety catch for HW 99-95-98-57-

50. Never used, still in box. £30. FOR 

SALE: Bisley quality leather gun sling 

Cobra Deluxe) x2. Excellent condition. 

£25 each. FOR SALE: Silencer,

Weihrauch 1/2 inch UNF female, in very 

good condition. £30. FOR SALE: 

Silencer, deciBlocker 1/2 inch UNF 

female, in very good condition. £25.

John W (Gwent). Tel: 07967 644125. 

Email: jwil9947@gmail.com

FOR SALE: Ripley XL9. Perfect 

condition, .177 with MTC Taipan scope 

4-16x50. Fitted with CS500 stock. Hard 

case. 12 litre bottle (out of date). £1,500. 

Colin Ellis (Nottingham). Tel: 07858 

305080. Email: colinellis46@icloud.com

FOR SALE: Air Arms Pro Sport .177 with 

walnut stock, Nikko Mountmaster 

3-9x50 AO IR scope. Excellent condition. 

£480. FOR SALE: Weihrauch HW80 .22 

in beech stock, Hawke Sport HD 3-9x50 

Mil Dot IR. Good condition. £360. FOR 

SALE: Stalker Cheetah MKII .22. Based 

on Daystate, with Nikko Mountmaster 

3-9x40 AO, Bisley leather strap. Excellent 

condition. £675. FOR SALE: Weihrauch 

HW99 S .177 with AGS 3-9x40 scope, 

excellent condition. £180. John W 

(Gwent). Tel: 07967 644125. Email: 

jwil9947@gmail.com

Immaculate condition. Two magazines. 

Range work only. With original box and 

contents. £850. Colin Edwards (South 

Wales). Tel: 07769 503306. Email: 

edwards-40@hotmail.com

FOR SALE: BSA R-10 SE in .22 calibre. 

Sub-12 ft-lb. Walnut stock, two mags, 

configured to barrel shroud. Right-hand 

stock. Adjustable butt pad, gun bag, tin 

of pellets and info on gun. £700. M

Baker (Denbighshire) on 07780 113749. 

Email: mal_baker@sky.com

FOR SALE: Air Arms S400F Classic. 

Beech stock, fitted with Hawke Eclipse 

3-9x50 scope and mounts. Bought new 

May 2019 and little used since. 

Excellent original condition with no 

marks, having had no more than one 

tin of AA Field pellets through it. Single 

shot, it comes with a Rowan 

Engineering eight-shot magazine which 

fits via the scope rail; filling adapter; an 

adjustable butt plate; a padlock,

security cable and fixings (unused) as 

originally supplied with the rifle. To be 

sold with an Airgun Centre soft-lined 

gun slip. As described, the total cost 

new was £770; it can be yours for £425 

ovno.  Contact Nigel on 07976 935884 

or email nigel.beesley@yahoo.co.uk

FOR SALE: FX2000 marketed by

Webley in .22 calibre. Three magazines. 

Right-hand thumbhole walnut stock by 

Gary Cane. QD studs. Leather sling and 

bipod. Nikko Stirling 4-16x50 Platinum

scope. One owner from new. Never 

been in the open field. Collectors’ item 

for a true enthusiast. Sensible offers

only please. Prefer face-to-face if 

possible. Nigel Farrington (Somerset). 

Email: nigel.farrington1947@gmail.com

FOR SALE: Webley Tracker .22 

sidelever, walnut stock, leather sling. 

Made in Birmingham. Near mint 

condition, in the field fewer than 20 

times. One owner from new, being 

purchased direct from Webley when I 

was in business. Original invoice 

available for inspection. Sensible offers 

only please. Prefer face-to-face if 

possible. Nigel Farrington (Somerset). 

Email: nigel.farrington1947@gmail.com

FOR SALE: Stingray Extreme 

marketed by Webley in . 22 calibre. 

Walnut stock. Nikko Stirling Silver 

4-16x40 scope. Leather sling. 

Birmingham made. Near mint 

condition, used fewer than 20 times in 

the field. Another superb collectors’ 

item. One owner from new, myself 

purchased direct from Webley when in 

business. Sensible offers only please. 

Prefer face-to-face if possible.Nigel 

Farrington (Somerset). Email: nigel.

farrington1947@gmail.com 

FOR SALE: HW80 Mk1 1980/81. Serial 

number 901057. Comes with Hawke 

3-9x40 MAP scope. Has a few marks 

on stock. Needs a little bluing. Shoots 

straight and hard. £350 ovno. Keith 

Nicklin (Monmouthshire). Tel: 07910 

129398. Email: kij.nicklin@virgin.net

FOR SALE: Steyr LP2 target pistol in 

silver. Medium right-hand grip, one 

silver and one blue cylinder in original 

fitted case with filling adapter and tools. 

Original manufacturer’s handbook 

included. Eight years old, excellent 

condition. Shoots well, smooth, 

accurate and reliable. Bought as a 

second gun from a club colleague. 

Perfect for 10m competition shooting. 
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Jonathan Young takesa closerlook at the 
Millita, a design that helped lay the foundation
of the break-barrel springer for decades to come

reak-barrel Gems were 

popular despite their 

wonky appearance, but had 

been around for two

decades when Queen 

Victoria died, and the late 

1800s saw a scramble for new designs.

Lincoln Jeffries was getting some early 

ideas for his fixed-barrel masterpiece when 

Friedrich Langenhan in Germany released

the Millita, a rifle with a straighter inline 

layout that was quite a change to the

slanted cylinder and stock of the Gem. The 

barrel was released and locked by a more 

robust method too.

The early Millita had three latch designs 

over time, and the one here is the middle 

one, which dates the gun to the early years 

of the then-new millennium, just after 1900. 

This version uses a sprung bar buried 

deep in the end of the main cylinder. The 

barrel block has a notch that engages with 

the catch as it sticks out into the breech 

between the cylinder jaws. The barrel 

cannot be opened unless the button has 

been depressed.

This Millita is a .25 smoothbore, a calibre

that was popular then in low-power airguns 

for indoor shooting with darts. It is still 

great fun to shoot when it’s loaded with 

some lightweight .25 Marksman pellets, 

not bad for a gun that’s now 120 years old.

There were other break-barrel springers 

around, but the Millita was the most

popular. This deceptively simple rifle gave 

inspiration to what would become known 

to everyone as the traditional break-barrel 

spring gun. 

THE GUN ROOM

MILLITA TENDENCY

NEXT ISSUE ON SALE 30 SEPT

B

The sprung barrel catch was simple to operate, 
but offered a robust and secure mechanism

The butt stock is typical of an almost bygone  

age when everyone used walnut on even the 

cheapest airguns

Though hard to see, the crossed rifles and pistol 

logo identifies this rifle as having been made by 

Friedrich Langenhan in the town of Zella

Compared with the 
older and more sharply 
angled Gem, the Millita 
offered a more elegant 
straight design

This rifle has a 
smoothbore barrel in .25 
calibre and still shoots 
well today provided it’s 
fed the right pellet

Barrel lock-up was extremely 
positive, and the Millita 
would prove to be something 
of an inspiration for the 
break-barrels to come






